A fresh look at Hunnic cauldrons in the light of a new find from Hungary by Masek, Zsófia
Abstract: The discovery of a fragment of a Hunnic cauldron by a metal detectorist acted as the springboard of this study, 
in which various aspects of Hunnic cauldrons are discussed: their findspots and find contexts, their typology, their dating and their 
origins. Questions regarding the broader cultural context of Hunnic cauldrons in the Roman and the Hunnic Empires are also ad-
dressed, as are their functional, ritual and social dimensions. The archaeological findings are complemented by metallographic 
analyses that shed light not only on the composition of the cauldron, but also on its possible use.
Keywords: Hunnic cauldrons, typology, rite, Carpathian Basin, Hun-period cultural complex of the Middle Danube re-
gion, Eurasian cultural contacts
THE ÓCSA CAULDRON
The fragment of a Hunnic cauldron, the second of its kind from the Hungarian Plain, came to light in De-
cember 2014 on the outskirts of Ócsa (County Pest), exactly 145 years after the discovery of the renowned Törtel 
cauldron. The fragment was found by an amateur metal detectorist, who realised he had stumbled upon a Hunnic 
cauldron and presented it to the Ferenczy Museum, the regionally authoritative institution.2 It was clear from the 
findspot’s coordinates that the location was not a registered archaeological site and therefore we surveyed the area 
on March 27, 2015,3 in the course of which we collected prehistoric, Roman-period Sarmatian and medieval pottery 
sherds. The multi-period site was registered as Ócsa-Felsőbabád, Kincses-hegy. The low hill known as Kincses-hegy 
[Treasure Hill] lies south of the cauldron’s findspot – as so often, the origin of its name remains shrouded in obscurity.
We found relatively few Sarmatian-period pottery sherds during the field survey. The collected pieces in-
cluded a few a late Sarmatian-period pieces (the so-called late Sarmatian-period gritty ware and the body fragment 
of a grey, untempered, small biconical vessel).4 Knowing that the finds of the late Sarmatian and the Hun period (in 
the narrow sense) overlapped slightly on the Hungarian Plain,5 it could be plausibly argued that the cauldron frag-
ment can be associated with the late Sarmatian-period settlement, although this cannot be proven on the basis of the 
field survey data. The small size of the Sarmatian settlement compared to the period’s other sites on the Hungarian 
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1 This study was written within the framework of research 
project NKFI/OTKA NK 111–853.
2 The cauldron fragment was discovered by József Fojta, a 
resident of Dabas. I am grateful to Gábor Lassányi for informing me 
about this find. Tibor Ákos Rácz of the Ferenczy Museum in Szentend re 
participated in the registration of the find and in the subsequent inves-
tigation of the site. I am indebted to them all for their generous help.
3 The participants of the field survey were Ákos Tibor 
Rácz, Anikó Bózsa and Róbert Patay (Ferenczy Museum), Rozália 
Bajkai, Katalin Gergely, Anett Miháczi-Pálfi and the present author 
(Institute of Archaeology, Research Centre for the Humanities, Hun-
garian Academy of Sciences), and József Fojta. I would here like to 
thank them for their help.
4 The cauldron was inventoried under inv. no. 2016.4.1.1; 
the selected material of the field survey was inventoried under inv. no. 
2016.4.1.2–73.
5 Кульчар–ИштвановИч 2013; IstvánovIts–Kulcsár 
2014.
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Plain and its non-intensive occupation suggest that it cannot have been a major centre. A subsequent metal detecting 
survey did not yield any metal finds from the proximate centuries (such as Roman coins).
The fracture surfaces of the fragment are old, suggesting that the fragment had become buried in a broken 
condition. It must here be noted that the cauldron fragment lay a few metres from the base of the transformer of a 
high-voltage aerial cable. We know nothing about when the latter was established, but it seems quite certain that its 
construction was not monitored archaeologically and thus we cannot exclude the possibility that the cauldron frag-
ment had not lain in the ploughed humus originally, but much deeper, and that it had been turned out when the 
concrete base was made. In this case, the archaeological context was destroyed during the twentieth century, which 
in turn suggests that additional fragments from the cauldron could still lie undetected at the site. We did not conduct 
a control excavation on the site in view of the transformer’s location and because the site appears to have been in-
tensely occupied between the Árpádian Age and the late Middle Ages.
The site lies in the Csepel Plain micro-region. The region extends along the boundary between the sand 
ridges of the Danube–Tisza interfluve and the reed beds in the former channel of the palaeo-Danube. The area be-
t ween the sand region and the Danube Valley is a deep-lying area extensively covered with water and is therefore 
characterised by large fens and swamp forests, and mosaic associations (meadows, woods, sedge marshes and steppe 
meadows).6 An ancient road runs along the boundary of the bog basins, which started from the Danubian fording 
place in the Buda and Pest area, running south-eastward to the Tisza region and the Maros mouth (roughly along 
the line of Road 5, Budapest–Kecskemét–Szeged). The site lies immediately beside this road, whose forerunner 
appears of the map of the First Military Ordnance Survey (Fig. 1). 
Judging from the uneven fracture surface above the upper rib, the cauldron fragment comes from the 
shoulder part since a fracture of this type would be unfeasible in the case of a rim fragment. The entire surface of 
Fig. 1. The natural environment of the findspot of the Ócsa cauldron fragment on the map of the First Military Ordnance Survey  
(graphic: Zsófia Masek)
6 DövényI 2010, 34–39.
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the shoulder fragment is decorated. There are three transverse ribs of the 
same thickness (0.4–0.7 cm) on the upper part, under which runs a row of 
triangular motifs created from smaller ribs with an identical section. The 
inverted triangles terminate in a raised semi-spherical motif. The fragment 
bears one triangular motif and a small section of an oblique rib. All three 
transverse ribs are damaged, most likely caused by an agricultural machine. 
The inner side, especially the upper section, is strongly corroded. The frag-
ment has a height of 6.6 cm, a width of 6.4 cm, a wall thickness of 0.6 cm 
and a max. thickness of 1.2 cm (with the ribs). The triangular motif has a 
length of 2.7 cm, the semi-spherical motif a diameter of 1 cm. The fragment 
weighs 143 g (Figs 2–3).
The cauldron fragment from Ócsa raises several issues, which have 
since long been debated in the research on cauldrons. In view of the triangu-
lar ornamental motif, a discussion of a few typological issues seems in order, 
while the fragmentary nature of the find, the findspot that can perhaps be 
associated with a barbarian settlement lying on the fringes of a bog on the 
Hungarian Plain calls for a general overview of the find contexts of similar 
cauldrons. Several new pieces, principally from Russia, have been published 
since the last comprehensive studies on cauldrons, which raise a spate of new 
questions and a need to re-visit old ones. An overview of the academic litera-
ture led to a general survey of the most important issues in the study of caul-
drons since several points can be viewed in a new light if we take the original 
publications as our starting point and take a fresh look at this research theme, dusting off earlier presumptions and 
removing the century-old research concepts whose archaeological foundations can often be reasonably challenged. 
THE FINDSPOTS OF NEW HUNNIC CAULDRONS
Several new Hunnic cauldrons have been discovered since the publication of the most recent comprehen-
sive studies, complete with catalogues, around the turn of the millennium.7 A mushroom-shaped handle was found 
in Moravia in 2009 during metal detectoring (Fig. 4),8 and the Ócsa fragment published here was similarly found 
by a metal detectorist in 2014. One remarkable cauldron was found at Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta in 2006, during the 
7 érDy 1995; Koch 1997; AnKe 1998, 48–55. 8 BřízA–JAnáKová 2010.
Fig. 2a-b. The cauldron fragment from Ócsa (photo: Péter Hámori, drawing: Péter Posztobányi)
Fig. 3. One possible reconstruction  
of the cauldron fragment from Ócsa  
(graphic: Zsófia Masek)
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pre-development excavation of a major construction pro-
ject. The cauldron lay tilted on its side on the floor of a 
round pit. It had most likely been wrapped in textile and 
was probably deliberately damaged before its deposition 
(Figs 5–6).9 The assemblage from Perevolotchna in the 
Ukraine, comprising twelve body, rim and mushroom-
shaped handle fragments of a cauldron, was published in 
1994 (Fig. 7). The site lies on the left bank of the Dnieper, 
immediately by the confluence with the Vorskla River. The 
assemblage reached the Poltava museum from private col-
lectors in the early twentieth century and was secondarily 
damaged when the museum burnt down in 1943. The 
cauld ron came to light when a cellar was dug and the re-
port mentions that several other fragments were found to-
gether with it. It is quite striking that the fragments 
reaching the museum were decorated almost without ex-
ception. This assemblage can be tentatively assigned to the category of complete cauldrons. It also seems likely that 
the cauldron had been broken into smaller pieces prior to its deposition.10 
Two new finds are known from the Kuban region in Russia. Three fragments of a Hunnic cauldron found 
on the outskirts of Buzhor, a settlement on the south-eastern edge of the Tamany Peninsula, were presented to the 
museum in 2013 (Fig. 8). The stray finds collected on ploughland were not accompanied by other artefacts.11 A Hun-
nic-type cauldron with rectangular handles came to light at Malai, a settlement lying north of the Kuban, in 1986 
(Fig. 9).12 This find offers particularly important data on the use and deposition of cauldrons. The burial itself dates 
9 hontI–németh 2007.
10 левченКо–СупруненКо 1994, 77–81; KAzAnsKI–
mAstyKovA 2000, Fig. 4, 6–14. In earlier publications, the Russian 
name of the findspot was used (Perevolotchnaya). The settlement 
lying in a strategic location at the mouth of the Vorskla River, whose 
very name alludes to the fording place, played an important role from 
the Middle Ages. It was inundated after the construction of the Dnie-
prodzerzhinsk reservoir and is now submerged.
11 новИчИхИн 2014.
12 лИмберИС–марченКо 2011.
Fig. 4. The Lichnov cauldron fragment  
(after BřízA–JAnáKová 2010)
Fig. 5. The Rádpuszta cauldron, shown in situ (photo: Péter Németh) Fig. 6. The Rádpuszta cauldron  
(photo: Krisztián Balla)
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to the sixth century, although the association between the burial and the finds from the kurgan’s earth cannot be 
proven. The Malai tumulus is one of a group of six kurgans, whose primary burial dates from the Early Bronze Age.
One of the interments dug into the kurgan’s southern side was the burial of a man with artificially deformed 
skull (Grave 12, a ledge grave). The main finds from this grave were as follow: a sword with cloisonnéd cross-guard, 
P-shaped suspension loop, and chape, the bone stiffening plaques of a composite bow, plate armour, a silver belt 
set, silver harness ornaments, a bone saddle plaque and a gold earring. The tumulus was enclosed by a ditch, from 
which skeletal remains of thirteen horses and cattle skull fragments were recovered alongside grey pottery frag-
ments, an iron artefact, a large bronze bucket and twenty-two fragments of a Hunnic cauldron. The cauldron had 
been broken into smaller pieces and some fragments lay in the ploughzone.13
A burial containing a Hunnic cauldron as a grave good was uncovered in 1995 in the northern Caucasus, 
in Ingushetia (Fig. 10), east of the Khabaz grave found earlier in the region. The Nasyr-Kort site lies on the outskirts 
of Magas (capital of Ingushetia): the grave itself lay some 400 meters from a fortified settlement (Nasyr-Kort 2).14 
Found during road construction, the grave was partly destroyed by earth-moving machines by the time the special-
 ists arrived. A part of the finds were collected from the workers, the locals and the dump. Although no more than 
six smaller fragments survived of the cauldron,15 the find circumstances suggest that the grave had possibly con-
tained a complete cauldron. It seems likely that the grave had not been looted. The catacomb grave was sealed with 
a stone slab, which bore traces of metal patina, suggesting that it represented an imprint of the cauldron (or of some 
other metal artefact that was not found) and that the cauldron had been set at the entrance to the grave. Despite its 
unusual finds, the grave is linked to the local Alanic population and is dated to the last third of the fifth century.16
The Suncheleyevo cauldron (Fig. 11) was found farther to the north, in the forested steppe region of Ta-
tarstan lying east of the Volga. Although the cauldron is strongly damaged, it can be assigned to the category of 
complete cauldrons.17 Another recently discovered cauldron is the first to have been found in southern Siberia, 
meaning that it is the easternmost piece if we disregard the cauldron from Nanshan in China.18 It was found at 
13 лИмберИС–марченКо 2011, 420.
14 мамаев 2014, 55. 
15 мамаев 2014, ris. 4, 1–6.
16 мамаев 2014, 63–64.
17 боталов 2009, 231; ris 9, 8; 224, ris. 58, 126.
18 The Nanshan site lies near Ürümqi, the capital of the 
Uygur Autonomous Region. The vessel was added to the vessels ca t-
egorised as Hunnic cauldrons through the work of érDy 1990.
Fig. 7. Fragments of the Perevolotchna cauldron  
(after левченКо–СупруненКо 1994)
Fig. 8. Fragments of the Buzhor cauldron  
(after новИчИхИн 2014)
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Lipnyagova and it is similarly a complete cauldron of the Hun period (Fig. 12).19 A few new cauldron fragments 
have been recently published from Samara, all found immediately on the Volga bank. The assemblage, a stray find, 
comprises eight rim and body fragments of a cauldron (Fig. 13).20 The most recent find is known only from press 
releases: fragments of a large ornate cauldron found on the bank of the Don in the Volgograd area.21
THE FINDSPOTS OF THE CONTROVERSIAL HUN-PERIOD CAULDRONS
“The cauldron from Gaul”
The so-called cauldron from Troyes has the perhaps most curious history, calling for a detailed re-assessment of this 
find.22 Only so much was known about the findspot in the 1950s following a flurry of correspondence between Paris 
and Budapest, that soldiers had discovered it on the “Catalaunum Fields” while digging a trench during World War 
2.23 This alleged provenance was never challenged by scholarship, despite the fact that it is virtually impossible to 
determine the exact place of the Battle of Catalaunum (or Mauriacum) fought in 451. The find spot was later vari-
ously located to French settlements (Chalon-sur-Saône,24 Troyes25) or a smaller region (Champagne,26 Picardy27). 
István Erdélyi later traced the provenance of this cauldron. The collector’s widow confirmed the initial version of 
the findspot being the “Catalaunum Fields”. However, the later owner had allegedly purchased the cauldron in 
Vienna complete with story about its provenance that made its way into both Hungarian and English papers during 
the past decades, even though the story was never really brought by Hungarian or international scholarship.28 The 
Fig. 9. Reconstruction of the Malai cauldron  
(after лИмберИС–марченКо 2011)
Fig. 10. Fragments of the Nasyr-Kort cauldron  
(after мамаев 2014)
19 боталов 2009, 231; ris 9, 7; 224, ris. 58, 130 (east of the 
city of Shadrinsk).
20 КочКИна–СташенКов 2014, 41.
21 http://newday.one/novosti-regiona/2460-v-volgograd-
skoy-oblasti-nayden-carskiy-kotel-gunnskogo-vremeni.html (last ac-
cessed March 15, 2016). The exact findspot of the cauldron was not 
revealed until the closing of the manuscript. According to the press 
release and the kind personal communication of Evgeny Kruglov, an 
archaeologist working in Volgograd, the findspot lay on the left bank 
of the Tsimlyansk reservoir, an artificial lake on the Don. It is here 
provisionally designated as the cauldron from “Volgograd” or 
“Tsimlyansk”.
22 tAKács 1955, Abb. 1 a–b; sAlIn 1967, Figs 2–3; AnKe 
1998, Taf. 36, 5.
23 lászló 1951, 102, note 70 (first mention); tAKács 
1955, 143–144. Salin described the findspot in similar terms (“sur le 
champ de bataille des champs catalauniques”); his source was the 
collector’s widow (sAlIn 1967, 387–389).
24 Werner 1956, 59, Kat. 17 (“Fundort apokryph”) and, 
e.g., teJrAl 2011, 418.
25 The latter can probably be attributed to tAKács 1955, 
143, which was adopted, for example, by Ilona Kovrig (KovrIg 1972, 
106, note 29).
26 sAlIn 1967, 388.
27 Koch 1997, 638.
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key actor of the story is Prince Alfred Antonin Juritzky-Warberg, an Austrian art historian and collector, who had 
close ties with the auction houses of Vienna before World War 2. He later immigrated to France and died in Paris 
in 1961.29 Thus, one feasible explanation is that the cauldron originates from the Vienna antiquities market and that 
a “fanciful” background story was fabricated for its provenance, which proved impossible to untangle already dur-
ing the wartime.
However, there is also a darker side to the story. It would appear that A. Juritzky was an active player on 
the art market during the war and he possibly also bought and sold archaeological finds.30 
Knowing that he was forced to immigrate to France in 1938, it seems more likely that he had purchased 
the cauldron in Vienna before the war rather than after it because we know that the cauldron was already in his pos-
session in 1950, or even earlier, in 1949. In this case, we cannot assume a shred of good faith on the collector’s part. 
It is also possible that Juritzky merely wished to pursue his earlier business – in this case, the letter sent in 1950 was 
actually written with an eye to profit, to sell the cauldron to a buyer from whom the greatest gain could be expected, 
i.e. the Hungarian National Museum. The value of a “sensational” find from Gaul would obviously have been 
greater than of one from the Danube region. It is probably not mere chance that the Austrian contacts of the “Paris-
ian” collector were wholly unknown to archaeological scholarship.31
28 The information comes from the collector’s widow, 
whom I. Erdélyi visited in Paris. He saw several other archaeological 
artefacts that in his view had originated from Austrian or Hungarian 
sites. For the first Hungarian report, see erDélyI–sugár 1982, 135–
136, for an English summary, see érDy 1995, 17–18. 
29 Also known as Prince Alfred Antonin Kuritzki-Warberg, 
who can be identified with Antoine Jeritzki mentioned by lászló 
1951, 102, note 70, A. Juritzky is mentioned by tAKács 1955, 143–
144, whose widow was designated as Princess Juritzka by Salin. 
http://www.doaks.org/resources/bliss-tyler-correspondence/annota-
tions/antonin-juritzky (last accessed March 15, 2016).
30 According to BuchmAyr 2011, following the occupation 
of France, Juritzky acted as a French agent and dealer of artworks to 
Nazi art collectors in Austria for a handsome profit; see also the 
sources cited in PetroPoulos 1998, note 22, indicating that while 
living in Paris, he corresponded with Himmler during 1941 and 1942, 
with whom he bargained over the sale of German archaeological finds.
31 In this case, Juritzky probably misjudged the situation in 
Budapest and the museum’s potentials because Hungarian research 
was perfectly happy merely to publish the find. It is interesting to note 
in this context that the option to publish the cauldron was not even 
mentioned in the first letter (lászló 1951); only a few years later was 
permission granted to Z. Takács to do so (tAKács 1955). 
Fig. 11. The Suncheleyevo cauldron (after боталов 2009) Fig. 12. The Lipnyagova cauldron (after боталов 2009)
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Despite these uncertainties, the cauldron fragment is still regarded as a piece from Gaul and only its find-
spot is called into question, if at all.32 This hardly resolves the problem: the renaming of the findspot from “Cata-
launum Fields” to some modern place is highly speculative. Given the distribution of cauldrons, and the currently 
available information on this particular piece, it seems likely that this exemplar too originates from the Danube 
region, where several cauldrons have been found: from Hungary, Moravia or perhaps Austria – still, whichever the 
case, it does not significantly alter the western boundary of the cauldrons’ distribution in Europe. A French prove-
nance cannot be accepted as genuine and the piece in no way proves the appearance of cauldrons in Western Europe. 
It is therefore more appropriate to label this particular cauldron the “Vienna purchase”.33
Other finds with a controversial date
The issue of the Sarmatian cauldrons from Brigetio (modern Komárom-Szőny) and Münstermaifeld repre-
senting different formal variants must be addressed in any discussion of Hunnic cauldrons since these were previ-
ously assigned to the category of Hunnic cauldrons and they are occasionally still dated to the Hun period.34 Joachim 
Werner correctly noted that these typologically earlier 
metal cauldrons had appeared in fourth–fifth-century 
burials in Asia, of which the most typical example is the 
Borovoye grave in Kazakhstan that he had cited.35 How-
ever, the two Sarmatian cauldrons found on Roman ter-
ritory were stray finds. As has been pointed out in the 
re-assessment of the Münstermaifeld cauldron, cultural 
contacts can be demonstrated between the late Celtic and 
middle Sarmatian-period archaeological material in East-
ern and Central Europe, meaning that the cauldrons could 
have been deposited at this time too.36 Thus, neither can 
be taken as conclusive evidence that these Sarmatian 
cauldrons had reached the West with the Hunnic migra-
tion or that they had been buried during the Hun period.
Still, it would be inappropriate to disregard the 
Roman associations of these two pieces, given that both 
were found by the limes extending along the Rhine and the Danube: the former near an auxiliary fort, Confluentes 
(Koblenz), the latter near the legionary fort of Brigetio. However, this does not automatically imply Hun-period 
cultural contacts, even if the topographic location of their findspots makes a deposition in the Roman period more 
likely than in the Celtic period.37
Two earlier cauldrons, one from Stauropol, the other from Pokrovsk, regularly crop up in the archaeo-
logical literature since J. Werner’s monograph,38 but they are now excluded from some discussions of cauldrons 
32 BónA 1979, 301; BónA 1984, 288; GHA 1987, 156; 
 KAzAnsKI 1993, 177, Fig. 3, 1 (Troyes); 3аСецКая 1994, 104 
(France); Koch 1997, 631, 638, cp. ibid. 641, note 4; AnKe 1998, 140 
(“Troyes(?)”); Koch 2007b, 288; rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 122; 
teJrAl 2011, 346. I. Bóna suggested that the cauldron fragment came 
from the burial of Laudarich, Attila’s relative, who had fallen in the 
Battle of Mauriacum (BónA 1991, 97, 140); elsewhere, he linked the 
cauldron to the Pouan assemblage, arguing that the cauldron had been 
used for presenting a sacrifice (ibid., 195).
33 As, for example, érDy 1995, 17–18, 69.
34 Werner 1956, 58. In more recent publications, e.g. AnKe 
1998, 90 and 131, the cauldrons are dated to the turn of the fourth and 
fifth centuries and to the earlier fifth century (ibid., 48, note 281, with 
reference to other dating options). Cp. Koch 1997, 641, note 4.
35 For a critique of the arguments put forward by Werner 
1956, 57–58 (“Borovoye type”), see mAenchen-helfen 1973, 324–
325. This context has been confirmed in the cauldron’s new publica-
tion: ярыгИн 2013.
36 For a new publication of Münstermaifeld cauldron, see 
BemmAnn–oesterWInD 1995. For the cauldron from Ószőny (modern 
Szőny, Hungary), see AlfölDI 1932, 35, Taf. XVIII, 3a–b. The cauld-
ron was included among the pieces submitted to metallographic anal-
yses because its date was controversial; as it turned out, its metal 
composition differed substantially from that typical for Hunnic caul-
drons (see KovrIg 1972, 116, 118–121). 
37 This assumption is not new; O. Maenchen-Helfen had 
already noted that the Münstermaifeld cauldron had been found among 
Roman ruins (regarded as the remains of a villa in the nineteenth cen-
tury) and he believed that the cauldron could be explained by the set-
tlement of Sarmatians in the Moselle region during the fourth century, 
as recorded in the literary sources (mAenchen-helfen 1973, 325).
Fig. 13. Fragments of the Samara cauldron  
(after КочКИна–СташенКов 2014)
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because their inclusion in the corpus of Hunnic cauldrons remains uncertain given the lack of any illustrations in 
their publications.39 
Two other pieces which J. Werner had classified as Hunnic cauldrons40 are no longer assigned to this formal 
type. It must nonetheless be noted that, unlike Western research, Russian scholarship does not differentiate these 
pieces and other comparable finds from the European Hunnic cauldrons.41 In terms of typology, I shall not discuss 
these transitional forms in the following.
THE FINDSPOTS OF THE HUNNIC CAULDRONS FROM HUNGARY
Törtel
The findspot of the Törtel cauldron, discovered in 1869, is specified as Czakó-halom [Czakó mound], 
which can still be precisely located. István Bóna described the site as an “urzeitlicher Siedlungshügel”,42 which 
would suggest a Neolithic or Bronze Age tell settlement in view of the region’s archaeological past. Others have 
38 Werner 1956, 58–59. The rectangular handle is men-
tioned in the description of the Pokrovsk cauldron, and it was there-
fore assigned to this variant, e.g. KovrIg 1972, 108.
39 E.g. mAenchen-helfen 1973, 318, and Koch 1997, 
638, quoting him. Both pieces are mentioned, for example, by 
 hArhoIu– DIAconescu 1984, 101; AnKe 1998, Karte 4, 7 and 20; Vol. 
II, 37 and 120.
40 The Bijsk cauldron was made known to the period’s 
scholarship by Aspelin and hAmPel 1893, 398 and 397, Fig. 19, while 
the piece from Perm, based on Fettich’s drawing, by tAKács 1927, 
146. Both pieces are mentioned by AlfölDI 1932, 34–35; later, e.g., 
fettIch 1953, XXVI/11, 15; KovrIg 1972, 104, note 20. The findspot 
of the Bijsk cauldron is sometimes specified as Teletskoje in the earlier 
literature: tAKács 1925, 211; the confusion concerning the find spot 
was clarified by mAenchen-helfen 1973, 316–317. It is obvious from 
the dimensions of the cauldron (H. 27 cm, diam. 25–27 cm) that this 
piece represents another typological group. 
41 zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994; 3аСецКая 1994, 104–
109; Figs 21–22, 24; боталов 2009, 223–233, cp. érDy 1995.
42 BónA 1991, 141.
Fig. 14. The natural environment of the findspot of the Törtel cauldron on the map of the First Military Ordnance Survey  
(graphic: Zsófia Masek)
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described the mound as a kurgan.43 The size of the mound is indeed too small for a tell settlement and neither has it 
yielded any prehistoric finds. Thus, its classification as a tell can certainly be rejected; morphologically, it can more 
likely be seen as a prehistoric kurgan or a Roman-period tumulus raised over a Sarmatian burial.
The other problem is that I. Bóna regarded the “grey pottery sherds” found on the site of the Hunnic caul-
dron as dating from the Sarmatian period.44 This would be a crucial piece of information, but the initial reports on 
the cauldron do not specify the date of the pottery fragments presented to the museum together with the cauldron. 
The pottery sherds were first mentioned by Zoltán Takács, based on the acquisitions register of the Hungarian Na-
tional Museum,45 which, however, did not specify their date and the pottery sherds can no longer be identified today. 
The excavation conducted in 1879, which focused on the region’s prehistoric mounds, allegedly uncovered the re-
mains of a medieval church and its churchyard on the Czakó-halom, but this piece of information is rather vague 
and neither was it confirmed by later field observations.46 Still, given that a medieval site could possibly be assumed 
at the findspot, the grey sherds in question could date from a much later period too.
Thus, the site may have some associations with the Sarmatian period in several respects (a kurgan burial 
or a settlement), but this can be neither confirmed, nor rejected based on our current knowledge. In this case, a more 
meaningful relation can be assumed between the site and the broader landscape, even more so, since not one single 
typically Hun-period site is known from the broader area.
I. Bóna attached particular importance to the location of the findspot of the Törtel cauldron on the fringes 
of the Tisza floodplain.47 The site indeed lies on the boundary between the sand region of the Danube–Tisza inter-
fluve and the alluvial Tisza floodplain, and can pedologically be designated as the edge of the floodplain; however, 
a direct link between the area, currently partly cultivated and partly forested, and the river cannot be proven. Com-
pared to the Ócsa site, the Törtel site lies closer to another route, namely the Budapest–Szolnok route that runs 
slightly more northward, which in antiquity represented the western section of the Aquincum–Porolissum road.48 
However, a link between the site and the road is not as obvious as in the case of the Ócsa cauldron. The strategic 
role of the site thus remains uncertain (Fig. 14). Nevertheless, given the broader environment, it is feasible that the 
mound was a useful point of orientation visible from afar since it rises well above the surrounding plain and it is 
also possible that it was the setting for ritual activities (Fig. 15).
I. Bóna contended that the findspot lay on the fringes of the Hunnic centre on the Hungarian Plain,49 a claim 
that is essentially based on the historical sources. Given the location of the Ócsa site, the question arises as to 
43 E.g. tAKács 1925, 206.
44 BónA 1991, 275. 
45 tAKács 1925, 207.
46 Wágner 1879, 366; PóstA 1896, 34–35; BAlAnyI 1973, 
22. BAlAnyI 1973, note 35, assumes that the findspot was mixed up 
with a neighbouring mound, on which a churchyard can actually be 
found. Sarmatian-period vessel fragments in relation to the site are 
only mentioned in this case, but this piece of information also needs 
to be verified.
47 BónA 1979, 301; BónA 1991, 141. 
48 gABler–vADAy 1986, Abb. 21.
49 BónA 1979, 301; BónA 1991, 141. Bóna argued that the 
same holds true for the Ioneşti cauldron, whose findspot lay on the 
western fringes of the Hunnic power base in the Buzău region (BónA 
Fig. 15a-b. The Czakó-halom by Törtel (a), to the east (b) (photo: Zsófia Masek, May 3, 2015)
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whether both sites marked the boundary of the Hunnic power base or whether we should seek another explanation 
for the locations. Is it mere chance that the findspots of the two cauldrons found on the Hungarian Plain lie so close 
to one another? These questions can only be answered after a more detailed examination of both finds.
Kapos Valley between Hőgyész and Regöly 
The cauldron from the Kapos Valley is named variously in the archaeological literature. According to the 
original publication, it had been found “between Hőgyész and Regöly” in the valley of the Kapos Stream. The valley 
lies between the two villages and thus the association of the find with either of the two settlements is uncertain.50 The 
name of a third settlement also crops up sometimes, the village of Kurdcsibrák (modern Csibrák) near Hőgyész, in 
the opposite direction to Regöly. That the cauldron was allegedly found near the Kurdcsibrák railway station was 
erroneously claimed by Z. Takács;51 however, the contemporaneous reports do not support this village as the findspot.
One archaeological commonplace about the site is that it can be regarded as having a strategic significance 
since a major route led through the Kapos Valley during the Roman period.52 More recently, the role of this road has 
been strongly challenged. The reconstruction of the Pannonian road network indicated that there was no need for a 
southern Transdanubian diagonal road for administrative purposes, and neither do the written sources suggest the 
existence of this road.53 It would seem, then, that the site’s immediate environment did not play a particularly 
prominent role in provincial topography. 
The same does not hold true for the area’s Hun-period topography. Despite their being known since long, 
a possible regional association between the findspot of the cauldron from the Kapos Valley and the Hun-period 
grave assemblages from Regöly54 and Murga55 has not yet been suggested. The territory of both settlements borders 
on the territory of Hőgyész from different directions.56 Archaeological assemblages or topographical locations 
whose significance is comparable to these three finds are not known from the Roman period from this small region, 
suggesting that the importance of the region had significantly increased in the Hun period. In view of its findspot, 
the cauldron can hardly be regarded as a solitary find from a micro-regional perspective.
The inland fort of Alsóhetény lies some 20–30 km west of these sites. A possible association between the 
fort and the cauldron was first proposed by Bóna – while there might indeed have been a link between the two, this 
yet remains to be proven.57 The fort lies in an entirely different geographic environment, open towards the north and 
south, and it would appear that its importance ceased after the turn of the fourth and fifth centuries.58 It is possible 
that the strategically important location was shifted to a more protected area.
1991, 141). In contrast, BónA 1987, 118, claims that the Törtel find-
spot indicates the location of the power base itself. In his earlier 
 studies, he argued that Attila’s seat lay south of the Maros River 
(BónA 1968, 114; BónA 1984, 282; BónA 1991, 254), while in his 
later works, he opted for its location south of the Körös Rivers, in the 
Hódmezővásárhely area (BónA 1987, 117; BónA 1991, 64, 200). This 
latter view was obviously influenced by the discovery of the Szikáncs 
coin hoard. These localisations indicate that they are rarely based on 
the archaeological record and are thus irrelevant for further studies on 
the Törtel site.
50 The findspot is specified as Hőgyész or “Kapos Valley”: 
WosInsKy 1891, 427; WosInsKy 1896, 986–992 (Pl. CLXXXXI); 
hAmPel 1893, 396; hAmPel 1905, 85; AlfölDI 1932, 34; fettIch 
1940, 246; fettIch 1953, 40.
51 tAKács 1925, 208, and tAKács 1955, 145; tAKács 
1959, 88, and, e.g., KovrIg 1972, 120, after him (Kurd railway sta-
tion); mAenchen-helfen 1973, 309. According to I. Bóna, the Hun-
nic cauldron’s findspot was probably mixed up with that of one of the 
bronze vessels of the Bronze Age Kurd hoard, which also reached the 
museum during these years (BónA 1991, 275).
52 The road is tentatively marked as a Roman road on the 
map supplement to WosInsKy 1896; cp. also KovrIg 1972, 120.
53 tóth 2006, 63–65. At the same time, tóth 2009, 53–54, 
assumed a regional south-to-north road (Sopianae–Iovia) running near 
the Alsóhetény fort.
54 mészáros 1970, and e.g. Attila 2007, 114–115.
55 WosInsKy 1896, 994–995; 989, Pl. CCXXXIX, and 991, 
Pl. CCXL; AlfölDI 1932, 49, 79, Taf. XXVI, 1–6.
56 The village of Csibrák lies in another direction, to the 
south-west, in the Kapos Valley. The three locations are no more than 
roughly 10–15 km apart. A study of the area’s topography in the fifth–
sixth centuries would no doubt be instructive since other major early 
Migration period sites are known within a radius of a few kilometres 
(Miszla, Tamási). 
57 BónA 1987, 118.
58 tóth 2009, 162–163.
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Várpalota
Topographic research identified traces of a Roman settlement near the assumed findspot of the Várpalota 
cauldron.59 A possible association with an inland fort, namely the Roman fort of Tác-Gorsium, was raised in this 
case too.60 The findspot allegedly lay in a marshy area, near water (see below for its significance). It must again be 
recalled that the find circumstances and even the findspot of the cauldron are wholly unknown because it was sal-
vaged at the last moment from among copper-alloy metal scraps intended for re-melting, far from its findspot.61 
Thus, any association between the cauldron and a Roman settlement, a strategically important location or the prox-
imity of water to the findspot is speculative.
Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta
The Rádpuszta cauldron, recovered from the floor of a simple round pit in the course of a pre-develop-
ment excavation, was described as a solitary find of the Hun period at the site in the admirably quickly published 
preliminary report.62 The preliminary report of the entire site and the plan of the site raise the question of 
whether the cauldron should be examined within the context of a late Roman settlement (Balatonlelle-Rád-
puszta, Sites 67/4–5, Fig. 16). The Roman settlement at Rádpuszta was occupied between the first and fourth 
centuries, until the end of the Roman period. The pottery kilns uncovered on the settlement indicate craft ac-
59 KovrIg 1972, 120; MRT 1969, 220, Site 49/43.
60 BónA 1987, 118.
61 KovrIg 1972.
62 hontI–németh 2007.
Fig. 16. The findspot of the Rádpuszta cauldron: the Roman vicus excavated at Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta-Temetőalja-dűlő  
and Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta-Romtemplom mellett (Sites 67/4–5) and the location of Pit 609 containing the cauldron  
(geodesy: Archeodata, graphic: Zsófia Masek)
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tivities.63 The greater part of the Roman settlement extended across Site 5 (Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta-Romtemp-
lom mellett), while the pit containing the cauldron was found on the edge of the Roman settlement, on Site 4 
(Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta-Temetőalja-dűlő). Although the end of the settlement’s occupation cannot be dated later 
than the fourth century on the evidence of the preliminary data, the metal finds recovered during the metal de-
tector survey also included two cicada brooches, possibly dating from the Hun period.64 The end of the Roman 
settlement’s occupation, its relation to the Hun period and the detailed assessment of the pit (which cut a Roman 
ditch) remain important issues for future research. What seems certain is an association between the cauldron’s 
findspot and late Roman topography, similarly to the cauldron fragments known from Roman forts.65
Intercisa
The cauldron fragment from Intercisa is the single Hungarian exemplar that was discovered inside a 
Roman fort. (Since this cauldron, found in 1909, was the first in the series of finds recovered from similar contexts, 
it essentially determined the dating of cauldrons and their association with the European Huns.66) I. Bóna assumed 
that the cauldron fragment had been a sacrificial find deposited in a Roman building that had earlier been consumed 
by fire. In his view, the building had perished long before and that the Huns had occupied the fort and then lived 
there with their families(!).67 It has also been suggested that the cauldron came to light from under the debris of the 
burnt house.68 In fact, neither assertion can be proven.
The fate of the fort is closely intertwined with the interpretation of the cauldron and of cauldrons in general 
since the large-scale excavations in the Intercisa fort and the assessment of the site largely determined our under-
standing of the decline of the Valeria limes. I. Bóna had suggested already in the early 1970s that the fort had burnt 
down and perished around 425 and, consequently, he dated the cauldrons to after 425 or from the 430s on historical 
grounds.69 Mihály Párducz pointed out the uncertainties in this particular narrative of the destruction of the Intercisa 
fort and the dangers of a broad generalisation in 1974, and he also succinctly noted that the assessment of the (still) 
unpublished finds along these lines even contradicted Eszter Vágó’s excavation report on Intercisa.70 László 
Barkóczi and Ágnes Salamon too challenged this interpretation from the perspective of Pannonia studies because 
in their view, the Roman and “barbarian” finds of the earlier fifth century could not be reliably separated and they 
also assumed that Roman crafts and industry had survived up to the mid-fifth century.71 Several controversial issues 
were also discussed by Péter Tomka.72 The most important point raised in these critiques was not the issue of dating, 
but the claim that an extensive burnt layer marked the end of the Roman fort’s occupation in the fifth century.73 The 
Hunnic cauldron fragment assumed an important role in this debate, even though its find circumstances were not 
re-examined in detail.
63 hontI et al. 2007, 49–56; I am grateful to Ádám Dávid 
Hajdu for information on the site. The assessment of the Roman site 
is part of his doctoral thesis.
64 hontI–németh 2007, 72.
65 In the light of the above, the Rádpuszta cauldron refutes 
the earlier claim that complete cauldrons are not found on settlements 
(e.g. AnKe 1998, 52). 
66 tAKács 1927, 228–229; AlfölDI 1932, 34–36; for fur-
ther details on the research history, see BónA 1991, 220–221.
67 BónA 1979, 304; BónA 1991, 144–145; BónA 2000, 73. 
This view found wide acceptance, e.g. vIDA 2011, 637, and gomolKA-
fuchs 2007, 215, and thus the interpretation of the Intercisa cauldron 
influenced and still influences the historical assessment of the caul-
drons found along the Pannonian and Moesian limes. In contrast, Jaros-
lav Tejral based his account of the details on András Alföldi (teJrAl 
2010, 108, with the earlier literature). There is no evidence whatsoever 
that the mask-decorated mounts from Intercisa had been found together 
with the cauldron fragment (as suggested by BónA 1979, 304).
68 tAKács 1925, 209.
69 BónA 1971, 267; BónA 1991, 262–263. Earlier, I. Bóna 
too had regarded the cauldron as a relic of the foederati dating to be-
fore 433 (BónA 1971b, 225).
70 B. vágó 1971, 109–112; PárDucz 1974, 187–189. 
71 BArKóczI–sAlAmon 1973, 91–93. The two last-quoted 
works were both written as a rejoinder to Bóna’s 1971 study. 
O.  Maenchen-Helfen too noted the uncertain dating of the end of In-
tercisa’s occupation (mAenchen-helfen 1973, 88). Cp. also sAlA-
mon 1976, 207, 215.
72 tomKA 1996, 47.
73 As a result of the debate, Bóna later discarded the idea 
that Valeria had been completely destroyed (BónA 1991, 48–49), al-
though the earlier narrative does crop up in other parts of his book: 
BónA 1991, 178, Abb. 67; 262–263. According to a third, later expla-
nation, Valeria had been ceded to Huns in an “empty” condition fol-
lowing the province’s systematic evacuation (BónA 2000, 71–74, after 
tóth 1989).
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Antal Hekler published the findings of his excavation in Archaeologiai Értesítő immediately after conclud-
ing his work on the site.74 It is quite clear from his report that his documentation contains virtually nothing about 
the stratigraphic relation between various features. Having an interest principally in classical archaeology and art 
history, Hekler focused on the groundplan of buildings and the inscribed stone relics, which he duly removed from 
the late Roman building foundations. The find material of his excavation can essentially be regarded as a collection 
of unstratified finds: only in the case of the more remarkable pieces did he record from which building they had 
been recovered. His report reveals that the “Scythian” cauldron fragment had been discovered in Room III of one 
of the buildings, but nothing more was recorded about the find circumstances.75 
A. Hekler found a high number of Roman iron helmets in Room I of the same building,76 from which 
András Alföldi assumed that the building had functioned as a military armoury prior to its destruction, an interpre-
tation that gained widespread acceptance.77 Some Hungarian scholars writing before Bóna’s studies contended that 
the cauldron fragment implied the presence of Hunnic troops in Roman service.78 
In his report, A. Hekler makes no mention of any burnt debris layer in relation to the building sections he 
had uncovered in Antal Pozsgay’s vineyard.79 In his report on the iron helmets published a year later, he notes that 
they were strongly burnt and that they came from an extensive burnt layer. This description was largely re-iterated by 
Lajos Márton in his overview of archaeological research in Hungary, although in his version, the entire building had 
burnt down.80 The extent of the burnt layer is thus wholly uncertain and the notion that the entire building had burnt 
down rather seems to be a later construct. At the same time, the burnt iron helmets suggest a strong local destruction. 
In the lack of any stratigraphic observations, it is impossible to determine whether the cauldron fragment had become 
buried at the time the building was still used or later; likewise, we can no longer establish whether it had been con-
temporaneous with the helmets and neither can its chronological relation to the building’s destruction be clarified. 
On the testimony of a bronze coin of Constantius II adhering to one of the helmets, the helmets were 
dated to the second occupation period in the monographic assessments of the early excavations.81 However, several 
comparable helmet assemblages have since been found in Pannonia from various sites, which now tend to be in-
terpreted as hoards rather than as an indication of a military armoury.82 The assemblage from the left-bank harbour 
fort at Dunafalva clearly shows that helmets of a similar type were used up to the late fourth–early fifth century 
in the region.83
Several pottery sherds that were earlier considered to be fourth-century Sarmatian vessel fragments were 
allegedly recovered from the building.84 The possible direct links of this barbarian material with the Hungarian Plain 
were not considered in later discussions of the fort’s history,85 even though their re-examination might have a rele-
vance for the interpretation of the cauldron.
The building in question lay in István Pozsgay’s vineyard. A. Hekler uncovered the eastern side of a peri-
style building and the western side of a similarly aligned other building to its east (Figs 17–18). According to István 
Paulovics, the peristyle building had a military function and had perhaps been part of the praetorium. (Obviously, 
the helmets played an important role in this interpretation.) On the testimony of the third-century stone relics incor-
porated into it, the building was erected or had been renovated in the fourth century. A. Hekler did not investigate 
74 heKler 1910.
75 heKler 1910, 32, Fig. 2, marked as “π” on the site plan.
76 heKler 1910, Fig. 2, marked as “ρ” on the site plan; 
heKler 1911.
77 AlfölDI 1932, 34; e.g. teJrAl 2011, 348.
78 E.g. tAKács 1925, 209, and tAKács 1955, 153 (based 
on the evidence from Intercisa and Sucidava). For a broader, but con-
t rary assessment, see AlfölDI 1932, 55–56. In I. Bóna’s view, the 
helmets and the cauldron fragment could hardly be assigned to the 
same chronological horizon, and thus he did not take a stand regarding 
the helmets.
79 heKler 1910.
80 heKler 1911, 253, and márton 1912, 185.
81 BArKóczI 1954, 19, Abb. 5, 41–44. 
82 KocsIs–mráv 2010, 192; mIKs 2014, 176–177.
83 KocsIs–mráv 2010, 200. For the dating of Intercisa-
type helmets, see also B. thomAs 1971; KocsIs 2000; KocsIs 2008, 
270; mIKs 2014, 176–177.
84 This is not a unique occurrence: according to the excava-
tion report, Sarmatian-type material was found across the fort’s entire 
territory during its 3rd period: BArKóczI 1954, 51. This material cer-
tainly needs to be re-assessed and there are also some inconsistencies 
regarding the findspots of the pottery fragments. However, it seems 
likely from the information contained in the report that a part of the 
ceramic wares originates from the eastern side of the Danube: see 
BArKóczI–erDélyI I 1954, Pl. XI, esp. 1–4, 9, 11.
85 Similarly to the cauldron fragment, Bóna had earlier 
linked the barbarian-type pottery from Intercisa to the foederati and 
had highlighted their resemblance to Cherniakhov pottery (e.g. BónA 
1971, 222–223); later, he regarded this pottery to have been produced 
in provincial workshops (e.g. BónA 1991, 262–263; BónA 2000, 71).
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the building sections falling into adjacent fields and neither is there any new information about the groundplans of 
the buildings. The building in question lies along the via decumana in the retentura. The praetorium has since been 
uncovered on the fort’s southern side.86 The function of the building from which the cauldron fragment was reco v-
ered thus remains uncertain.
According to recent studies, the last building activity in the fort can be dated to the reign of Gratian or 
Theodosius.87 Buildings erected on stone foundations that were no longer aligned to the fort’s original layout and 
sunken buildings were both uncovered inside the fort.88 The upper chronological boundary of the fort’s use as a 
military installation remains uncertain.89 The western and the southern cemeteries were still used during the early 
decades of the fifth century.90 The first reports dated their use up to the 430s, but this date is solely based on his-
torical considerations, as discussed in the above.91 New comprehensive studies suggest that burial in the cemeteries 
may have extended deeper into the fifth century.92
In addition to the fifth-century artefact types known from other late Roman cemeteries,93 other finds from 
Intercisa include types which according to the traditional ethnic attributions are associated with Huns (cauldron 
fragment and crescentic earrings94), eastern nomads or Germans (a girl’s grave with cicada brooches95), Sarmatians 
86 PAulovIcs 1927, 24, Fig. 6, E; BArKóczI 1954, 19, Abb. 
2. For the plan of the fort and the building based on an earlier recon-
struction, see BArKóczI 1954, Abb. 8; for a reconstruction based on 
more recent research, see vIsy 1988, 28, Fig. 11; vIsy 2003, 117; 
vIsy 2010, Fig. 7, 5; vIsy 2011, 16. The building is known as Buil d-
ing 5 of the fort after sAlAmon 1976, 213, Fig. 5 (according to the 
caption, it was made after BArKóczI 1954, Abb. 8, on which the build-
ings are still unnumbered).
87 vIsy 2003, 118. For an overview of previous research on 
the fort’s late horizon, see BArKóczI 1954, 55–57; BArKóczI 1957, 
535–544.
88 vIsy 1977, 39.
89 vIsy 2003, 118.
90 BArKóczI 1957, 543–544; vágó–BónA 1976, 205–206; 
208–209.
91 vágó–BónA 1976, 209; BónA 2000, 73–74.
92 BIerBrAuer 2004, 68–71; teIchner 2011, 277–278; 
vIDA 2011, 622, 629, 641. For a general discussion of the Romanised 
population’s burials and the problems of burials without grave goods, 
see BIerBrAuer–nothDurfter 2015, 251–284, esp. 258–261, and 
Bíró–tomKA, in print.
93 E.g. polyhedral earrings vágó–BónA 1976, 196–198, 
208–209; for a discussion, see BArKóczI–sAlAmon 1973, who did not 
accept the early dating of this artefact type; for the western Mediter-
ranean material, see eger 2005; for the similar finds from this region, 
see teJrAl 2011, 228–231, and teJrAl 2015, 321–323, who argued 
that these earrings first appeared in Pannonian cemeteries around 400.
94 BónA 1991, 250 (unpublished, uncertain data).
95 vIsy 1981, 217. The best parallels to the cicada brooches 
found in the grave come not from the east, but from Suebian territory 
(ibid.), and the burial was earlier linked to the Germans, cp. vIsy 
1977, 39.
Fig. 17. Findspot of the Intercisa cauldron fragment (marked as π) 
(after heKler 1910)
Fig. 18. Plan of the Intercisa fort
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(pottery), and the late Roman–Hun-period elite (bow brooches and a large buckle decorated with repoussé).96 Thus, 
on the testimony of the “barbarian” material too, the Intercisa fort was still occupied during the fifth century.97
The archaeological complexity of Intercisa during the Hun period is hardly surprising in the case of a 
Danubian fort facing the Sarmatian Barbaricum, as neither is the fact that the barbarisation of the material culture 
began already in the later fourth century.98 This must be borne in mind even if the impact of the foederati on mate-
rial culture is wholly disregarded99 and we do not wish to offer a conclusive historical explanation for the pheno m-
enon. As far as one of the main research issues is concerned, we may say that the entire barbarian-type material can 
be dated neither before, nor after 420/430, and that there is no good reason to assume a sharp break in the fort’s life 
around this time. Irrespective of its exact date, the cauldron fragment can only be interpreted within this barbarised, 
many-hued late antique context. Its presence can only be assessed in greater detail once we have better anchors for 
determining the nature and the chronology of the fort’s barbarian material.
As case studies, the cauldrons from Hungary are an excellent illustration of the intricate relationship bet-
ween these finds and the late Roman- and Hun-period sites in their area, both within and beyond the borders of the 
Roman Empire. The possible relation of the findspots to the later Germanic period is much weaker and more un-
certain, and can in some cases be wholly dismissed, as on the Hungarian Plain.
DATING AND TYPOLOGY
Given that the overwhelming majority of Hunnic cauldrons are stray finds, we can hardly speak of genuine 
typochronological studies in the case of these finds. Still, their topographic location and formal details are closely 
intertwined with their dating (Fig. 19).
Before embarking on a more detailed discussion of certain typological traits and of the cultural context of 
the Ócsa cauldron, it must be noted that some studies indicate that the currently known cauldrons reflect a gradual 
process of development and that this development can be linked to their westward spread from the east. At the same 
time, detailed studies have also shown that identical details can occur on cauldrons found at great distances from 
one another. The parallels spanning immense distances seem to contradict our general historical notions and it has 
therefore been suggested that in these cases we can perhaps assume Hunnic groups retreating to the east. In other 
words, cauldrons with more elaborate typological traits had perhaps been “taken back” to the east after the fall of 
the Hunnic Empire. Owing to these parallel cultural trajectories and the individual combination of ornamental mo-
tifs on each cauldron, the typological classification of cauldrons runs into several difficulties.100
East to west development
There is a general scholarly consensus that Hunnic cauldrons can be essentially divided into two main 
groups: one made up of the pieces with rectangular handles, the other of the exemplars with handles adorned with 
mushroom-shaped projections (designated as mushroom-handled cauldrons in the following).101 Variants with rec-
tangular handles are generally regarded as being more archaic because these have generally been found in the 
easterly and northerly areas of the overall distribution of cauldrons (Verkhniy Konets, Soka, Jędrzychowice and the 
Olbia fragment). This distribution is also confirmed by more recent finds and we can now confidently claim that 
the cauldrons of the Hun period can be assigned to two typological groups whose distribution differs, even if there 
96 vIDA 2011, 633, Abb. 6. 3, 6, 8, and 632, with the earlier 
literature.
97 vIDA 2011, 632; heInrIch-tAmásKA–strAuB 2015, 
622–625.
98 vIsy 2011, 58.
99 For the question of the foederati from a Roman perspec-
tive, see soPronI 1985, 86–93; Kovács 2004; tóth 2009, 106–109; 
KIss 2008, 35–80, 218–226 for a historical critique, and Bíró–tomKA, 
in print. Thus, even if a foedus does seem plausible, the written sources 
do not support the assumption that larger population groups were set-
t led in specific areas, and thus the separation of their relics in the Pan-
nonian archaeological material rests on very shaky foundations.
100 For the literature on earlier typological studies, see 
AnKe 1998, 50 and note 288.
101 E.g. KovrIg 1972, 104–106; zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 
1994, 710–711; 3аСецКая 1994, 105–106; AnKe 1998, 50–51, also 
drawing attention to the similarities in ornamentation; shchuKIn– 
KAzAnsKI–shArov 2006, 227; Koch 2007b, 287.
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is a major overlap between the two. The cauldrons from Lipnyagova, Suncheleyevo and Malai can be assigned to 
the rarer type with rectangular handles and the fragments from Buzhor can likewise be assigned to this variant in 
view of its ornamentation. These cauldrons were principally distributed in the forested steppe region and to its north 
in the Volga region and southern Siberia, while the Jędrzychowice remains the single piece west of the Pontic (Olbia, 
Malai, Buzhor).102 The ornamental scheme of the newly found cauldrons resembles that of the earlier complete 
pieces (Verkhniy Konets, Soka) and the puritanical exemplar from Jędrzychowice remains unique in this respect. 
In view of their distribution and the probably late date of the Malai cauldron, it is possible that this variant was used 
simultaneously with the mushroom-handled pieces and that it merely represents a different workshop tradition. 
Mushroom-shaped handles most likely appeared towards the close of the fourth century.103 The origin of 
this variant was initially tentatively located to the Lower Danube region or the northern Pontic littoral; at present, 
it is believed to originate from Inner Asia (see below). One of the most important, although less spectacular elements 
reflecting an east to west development is the change in the form of cauldrons, from the more archaic rounded shapes 
to the more elongated cylindrical pieces so typical for the Hun period in the Danube region. Radu Harhoiu distin-
guished three formal variants based on the height to diameter ratio.104
Even though the cauldrons from the Carpathian Basin and the Lower Danube region share several typo-
logical traits,105 it nonetheless seems that several Hungarian pieces represent the end of various variants in the ty-
pological sequence.
102 reInecKe 1896. The Silesian find, known since long, 
was in Berlin until 1945; it is now housed in the Ermitage in St. Pe-
tersburg. See Europe without Borders 2007, 277; for the background, 
see ibid., 13–23.
103 AnKe 1998, 53; Koch 1997, 632; Koch 2007b, 288. 
104 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 100; hArhoIu 1997, 
132–134.
105 KovrIg 1972, 100–108; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 
100–106; BónA 1991, 145.
Fig. 19. Distribution of Hun-period cauldrons (the numbering of the sites follows that of the Catalogue; map: Zsófia Masek)
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The Törtel cauldron with its Baroque profusion of ornamental elements as I. Bóna so succinctly noted, 
remains the largest piece to date. The handle was divided in two by a vertical element decorated with cloison-like 
cells, perhaps owing to its large size. The cauldron was cast with a unique technology, from four moulds (Fig. 20).106 
The Várpalota cauldron represents another formal development since it is the single cauldron on which a pair of 
mushrooms can be found beside the handles (Fig. 21).107 Quite uniquely, the fringe motifs are arranged in pairs on 
the shoulder of the Kapos Valley and Rádpuszta cauldrons (Fig. 22), while the Kapos Valley and Törtel cauldrons 
are linked by the cloison-like cell ornament under the rim.108 The Rádpuszta cauldron too has a cloison-like cells, 
although they are triangular and not rectangular as on the former two pieces.
West to east connections 
At this point, we have to address some problems in the study of cauldrons, given that similarly to the Tör-
tel and Kapos Valley cauldrons, two new pieces from the east found at Perevolotchna and Samara are decorated 
with rectangular cloison-like cells under the rim.109 The easternmost cauldron from Nanshan bearing alternating 
rectangular and triangular cells under its rim – a combination of the motifs known from the Carpathian Basin – can 
be assigned to this group too. It has been earlier suggested that the Şestaci cauldron, representing a visibly advanced 
phase of formal development, was the product of a western workshop110 and a similar origin was proposed for the 
Khabaz cauldron.111 The Vienna purchase handle fragment is regarded as the closest parallel to the Şestaci cauldron 
owing to the circular motifs on the mushroom-shaped projections.112 Yet another new find, the cauldron from a grave 
uncovered at Nasyr-Kort in the Caucasus, can also be assigned to this group: on this piece, the circular motifs appear 
both on top and at the base of the mushrooms. This piece, representing one possible end of the typological sequence, 
too reflects the direct links between the Danube region and the Caucasus.113
Differences in the form of the handles can also be taken as a starting point in classification.114 We can dis-
tinguish variants in which the upper curve of the handle is at right-angles (similarly to the cauldrons with a rectangu-
lar handles) and pieces that are curved. Cauldrons with curved handles appear over an extensive area. They include 
the piece from Kyzyl-Adyr, which is generally regarded as representing the transition between the Sarmatian and 
Hun-period mushroom-handled cauldrons.115 The variant appears in the Don region (Ivanovka) and in the Lower 
Danube region (Boşneagu, Desa, Hotărani, Ioneşti),116 while it is not attested in the Carpathian Basin; however, the 
cauldron from Benešov can also be assigned here. In view of the similarity with the Kyzyl-Adyr cauldron and the 
direction of the typological development, this variant can be seen as a relatively early one,117 even if its distribution 
indicates that it was used over a fairly long period of time, while the Lower Danubian exemplars represent a wholly 
developed form. Variants with three and four mushrooms can be distinguished among the cauldrons with angular 
handles, with the latter known only from the Danube region, suggesting that it can be deemed a late typological trait.118 
The typological traits discussed in the above cannot be regarded as evidence for a linear development. The 
Kyzyl-Adyr cauldron, regarded as one of the forerunners, has curved handles, while the closest parallels to the 
cauldrons with rectangular handles, similarly considered an earlier typological group, can be found among the 
rectangular mushroom-handled pieces. The developed late forms are dominated by the latter, and the Hungarian 
106 There is no evidence whatsoever that the cauldrons from 
Intercisa, Celamantia and Benešov had been made in a four-piece mould 
as suggested by BónA 1991, 140, because the fragments are too small 
for drawing any conclusions regarding their manufacturing technique.
107 KovrIg 1972, 104.
108 3аСецКая 1994, 105; BónA 1991, 145.
109 левченКо–СупруненКо 1994, 79.
110 KovrIg 1973, 108, 121; hArhoIu 1997, 131–133.
111 батчаев 1984, 258; AnKe 1998, 50. AnKe 1998, 54, 
note 313, regards the Khabaz cauldron as a late variant taken to the 
east/south-east, similarly to the Nanshan cauldron. R. Harhoiu sug-
gested a late date for the Şestaci and Khabaz cauldrons in view of their 
typological traits (hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 100; hArhoIu 1997, 
132–134).
112 KovrIg 1972, 108, 121; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 
105; hArhoIu 1997, 132; AnKe 1998, 50 (aside from I. Kovrig, the 
other scholars erroneously assigned the Törtel cauldron to this group).
113 мамаев 2014, 62.
114 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 105, Abb. 6; hArhoIu 
1997, 131–132; AnKe 1998, 50–51.
115 3аСецКая 1994, 104; zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 
708; AnKe 1998, 49.
116 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 105.
117 mItreA 1961, 552, 555.
118 AnKe 1998, 51.
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cauldrons can be typically assigned to the rectangular variant irrespective of whether or not the handle is adorned 
with three mushrooms (Kapos Valley, Rádpuszta) or four (Törtel).
The easternmost cauldron from Nanshan cannot be considered as a typologically early piece.119 Based on 
the distribution of the currently known cauldrons, there can be no doubt that this cauldron reflects a west to east 
movement since even the closest sites (Kyzyl-Adyr, Lipnyagova) lie over 2000 km away. The best counterparts to 
the Nanshan cauldron are the pieces with curved handles mentioned in the above120 and the cauldrons with cloison-
like cells under the rim, principally the exemplars from the Carpathian Basin. At the same time, the decoration 
terminating in a triangular motif on the side compares well with a few pieces with rectangular handles (Soka, 
Verkhniy Konets), reflecting the fluid boundary between the two types.121 
A few new cauldron finds similarly display a blend between the ornamental design of the two main types. 
The most recent find, a cauldron found in the Volgograd area, provides a specific link between the currently known 
pieces: this cauldron has classical mushroom-shaped handles combined with profuse ornamentation of the type 
appearing on the exemplars with rectangular handles known principally from the Volga region. The semi-spherical 
motifs appearing on the handles (and the mushrooms) are particularly typical of the cauldrons with rectangular 
handles. The Perevolotchna cauldron displays a more modest version of this hybrid ornamentation, with small 
spherical adornments on the handle in addition to the cloison-like cells under the rim.122 The Malai cauldron, rep-
resenting a unique formal variant, has a rectangular handle decorated with rectangular cloison-like cells, a decora-
tive motif hitherto appearing solely on the rim of mushroom-handled pieces and in the form of the “tamga”-like 
motif on the side of the Soka cauldron.123 It yet remains to be established whether these pieces mark the area where 
mushroom-handled cauldrons appeared, or whether they simply reflect a blend of two evolved formal types.
Parallels to the tassel motif on the Ócsa cauldron
The triangular tassel motif is an independent, new ornamental motif that lacks exact counterparts. Its two 
distinctive components can be examined separately. One is the triangular cloison-like cell, whose best counterparts 
can be found under the rim of the Rádpuszta cauldron and the easternmost Nanshan cauldron. Zigzag and triangular 
motifs are well attested on the Scythian–Sarmatian precursors,124 and possible Chinese forerunners have also been 
mentioned.125 
The other component is the so-called pendula-motif.126 Most scholars agree that these motifs, imitating 
pendent fringes or tassels, can be derived from textiles or leatherwork.127 Their variants appearing on Chinese bronze 
vessels were last discussed by Z. Takács, which certainly warrants a fresh look at this subject.128 He suggested, as 
early as 1925, that the triangle motifs on nomadic cauldrons probably imitate tassels, similarly to their Chinese 
counterparts.129 Pendulas arranged into triangle motifs only appear on the Ócsa cauldron – in other words, Z. Takács’s 
assumption, formulated almost a hundred years ago, is now borne out by the piece from Ócsa. 
The most widespread variant is made up of a vertical line and a terminal ornamental motif. A similar 
decoration only covers the cauldron’s shoulder in the case of the mushroom-handled variant, while on cauldrons 
with rectangular handles, this ornamentation often runs immediately under the rim and on the shoulder, in two rows 
(Soka, Suncheleyevo, Verkhniy Konets, Lipnyagova, Tsimlyansk, and probably Olbia and Buzhor), while on some 
pieces, it is arranged into diagonal rows coursing down the vessel body (Soka, Suncheleyevo, Lipnyagova, Tsim l-
yansk).130 Vertical fringe-motivs are set singly on the vessel shoulder, usually at greater distances on the shoulder 
119 zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 709; Koch 1997, 636; 
AnKe 1998, 50; Koch 2007a, 144; for a contrary opinion, see ÉrDy 
1995, 16, 45–46. 
120 Koch 1997, 632; AnKe 1998, 54, note 311.
121 These signs are generally regarded as tamga signs in 
Russian scholarship (боталов 2009, 229), whose earlier versions also 
appear on earlier Sarmatian cauldrons (боКовенКо 1978, 228; 
КоСяненКо–Флёров 1978, 203–204).
122 левченКо–СупруненКо 1994, 80.
123 KovrIg 1972, 106.
124 KovrIg 1972, 104. 
125 tAKács 1925, 221; tAKács 1955, 155–156.
126 Werner 1956, 58; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 105; 
mAenchen-helfen 1973, 333; AnKe 1998, 49.
127 fettIch 1940, 247–249; fettIch 1953, 40–41; Werner 
1956, 60; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 331–333. 
128 Some of Z. Takács’s theories had already been rejected 
by András Alföldi, cp. AlfölDI 1932, 35, note 57.
129 tAKács 1925, 221–222.
130 zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 711, emphasise the mo-
tif’s close connections with the Volga group of cauldrons.
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of mushroom-handled cauldrons, while on the exemplars with rectangular handles, these motifs are set closely. The 
two exceptions are the cauldron from the Kapos Valley and Rádpuszta, on which fringes appear in pairs. We can 
distinguish vertical pendulas terminating in a ring (Kapos Valley, Törtel, Desa, Şestaci, Simferopol, Nasyr-Kort) 
and in a semi-sphere (Rádpuszta, Khabaz). The latter are typical for cauldrons with rectangular handles, suggesting 
that in terms of typology, this variant can be regarded as having stronger eastern associations. 
The best parallels to the inverted triangle motifs adorning the shoul-
der can be found on the cauldron from the Volgograd area. The motif is more 
elaborate on this cauldron than on the piece from Ócsa: the triangular motif 
was not created from pendula ornaments, but from two rows of semi-spherical 
bosses. Triangular motifs adorn the base of the sides on some cauldrons (Soka, 
Verkhniy Konets, Nanshan), perhaps representing the lower motif of tamga 
signs.131 The tips of the triangles on the Soka cauldron terminate in small semi-
spherical bosses,132 an ornamental element almost identical to the one on the 
Ócsa fragment.
The above-quoted vessels decorated with pendulas generally have a 
triple rib around the shoulder, similarly to the exemplar from Ócsa.
The vertical ribs on these vessels are generally also arranged in bun-
dles of three,133 as on the cauldrons from Rádpuszta and Intercisa as well as on 
the two fragments from Celamantia (modern Iža, Leányvár) among the pieces 
from the Carpathian Basin. The Kapos Valley cauldron has a single rib, an 
unparalleled feature among the Danubian cauldrons, which has no truly simi-
lar counterpart in the eastern material either. The Várpalota cauldron is the 
single piece that lacks the pendula motif, even though this is quite common on 
the mushroom-handled cauldrons in the eastern material. 
In sum, the closest analogy to the Ócsa fragment is the Rádpuszta 
cauldron. Their shared traits (the triangular motifs and the semi-spherical 
bosses at the tip of the pendula) set them apart from the other Hungarian caul-
d rons and point towards the eastern pieces. At the same time, the Rádpuszta 
cauldron shares numerous similarities with the other Hungarian pieces (rectangular handles, cloison-like cells under 
the rim, fringe motifs arranged in pairs), which can probably be assumed in the case of the one-time Ócsa cauldron 
too, despite the uniqueness of its ornamental motif.
In addition to the clear-cut signs of a relatively swift process of transformation, it is also apparent that the 
regional differences we might expect among the cauldrons based on our interpretations of the historical record are 
not wholly borne out by the archaeological record. What we see, instead, is a cultural interaction between the region-
ally distinct groups rather than a linear development. This can be explained not only by the short duration of the 
time during which they evolved and were used, but also by the possible contemporaneousness of the finds. Thus, 
the cauldrons do not enable a more precise dating simply on typological grounds between the close of the fourth 
and the mid-fifth century.134 
The pieces at the end of the typological sequence show a concentration in three regions: the Carpathian 
Basin, the Lower Danube region and the Caucasus. The possibility of a closer dating can be raised in the case of 
pieces that were accompanied by other finds.135 However, these cauldrons generally came to light on the fringes of 
the distribution territory (Jędrzychowice, Malai, Khabaz, Nasyr-Kort, Kyzyl-Adyr). In the case of the Caucasian 
pieces, a later, rather than an earlier date was proposed already in relation to the Khabaz burial.136 The Nasyr-Kort 
burial was assigned to the last third of the fifth century on the strength of the cloisonné disc brooch from the grave.137 
The Malai cauldron from the Kuban region was quite certainly deposited well after the Hun period, even though it 
131 See above.
132 This detail was only highlighted by tAKács 1925, 222, 
cp. the photo ibid., 209, Abb. 35 (“Otoka”); this detail is no longer 
apparent on the redrawn cauldron in the publications.
133 For a detailed discussion, see KovrIg 1972, 106; 
 hArhoIu 1997, 132; rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 120. 
134 Koch 1997, 632; AnKe 1998, 54; Koch 2007b, 288. 
135 AnKe 1998, 52–54.
136 батчаев 1984, 257–258; 
137 QuAst 2006, 266–269; мамаев 2014, 63–64.
Fig. 20. The Törtel cauldron  
(photo: Ádám Vágó)
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represents an archaic type with rectangular handles.138 It seems that a sharp distinction cannot be drawn between 
the groups owing to the brief duration of time between the chronological boundaries. Still, the previous model of 
the gradual westward spread of cauldrons is no longer tenable and thus the distribution of Hunnic cauldrons, co l-
oured by the inconsistencies outlined above, calls for another explanation.
ORIGINS
There is a consensus in the period’s scholarship that the manufacturing technique of Hunnic cauldrons was 
grounded in an ancient eastern tradition that was wholly alien to European metalworking. However, most publica-
tions – in part understandably – were written without a detailed technological 
comparison of the finds and the construction of typological sequences was gener-
ally based on an assumed technological similarity. Thus, even though the issue of 
technology and origins cannot be separated theoretically, the two aspects need to 
be examined separately.
Previous scholarship linked Hunnic cauldrons to nomadic bronze ves-
sels, to the long-lived Scythian and Sarmatian cauldrons distributed over an ex-
tensive territory, emphasising also the Central and Inner Asian connections of the 
steppe region.139 Hungarian research regards I. Bóna’s opinion as the most 
 authoritative on this issue too, according to whom the cauldrons represented the 
direct embodiment of Chinese and Inner Asian bronzeworking.140 In contrast to 
Z. Takács and A. Alföldi, he virtually excluded the finds culturally labelled Scy-
thian, Sarmatian or Alanic from among the potential precursors,141 even though he 
too was unable to offer a convincing explanation for why mushroom-handled 
Hunnic cauldrons only appeared west of the Don (conforming to the then state of 
research).142 
The theory of direct Inner Asian origins (“the Hsiung-nu connection”) 
was proposed at a fairly early date, even though only a single similar cauldron was 
known from the Altai region, the Bijsk cauldron, which, however, is no longer 
classified as a Hunnic cauldron.143 Later, Z. Takács,144 J. Werner and I .Bóna145 added new finds from northern China 
and Mongolia to the ones already known to European scholarship, and the Inner Asian origin of cauldrons is now 
widely accepted in international research.146 
Fig. 21. The Várpalota cauldron 
(photo: Ádám Vágó)
138 лИмберИС–марченКо 2011, 431, the Soka cauldron is 
regarded as its best parallel.
139 See, e.g., hAmPel 1893, 396–400; reInecKe 1896; 
tAKács 1927, 146–148; tAKács 1955, 147, for the Iranian and Chinese 
parallels of the cauldrons, see Werner 1956, 58–59; AnKe 1998, 48–
49; cp. also tomKA 2007, 254–255, for the funerary rites of the Huns.
140 BónA 1959, 41; BónA 1971, 269; BónA 1979, 301; 
BónA 1984, 288; BónA 1991, 43–45, 140, 146. I. Bóna accepted the 
opinions of Z. Takács and Gy. László: the latter emphasised only the 
Inner Asian and Chinese cultural impacts, similarly to the long out-
dated idea that regarded the art of the Avar and of the Hungarian Con-
quest period as having originated from Inner Asia. See lászló 1946 
(without any mention of cauldrons), and lászló 1974, 36–40, on the 
art of the Huns.
141 I. Bóna followed a similar line of argumentation in his 
studies on the Hun period regarding other issues too: he rejected any 
contact between the archaeological material of the Roman period on 
the Hungarian Plain and the Hun period, and accordingly dated a part 
of the archaeological finds to an earlier period than their parallels from 
other regions (see, e.g. BónA 1991, 202, the Körösladány assemblage, 
and BónA 1991, 264, spouted jugs), or he simply neglected other 
 relevant issues in his works. His belief that the cauldrons had a direct 
Chinese ancestry reflects a similar train of thought: Bóna rejected the 
continuity of the Eastern European late Sarmatian period with the Hun-
nic archaeological material, for which the archaeological arguments 
were based on the accentuation of the direct contacts with Inner Asia. 
The overall problem is illustrated by the fact that some of the grave 
assemblages cited by him were identified not as Hunnic, but as Sarma-
tian or Alanic finds in the archaeological publications he had also cited 
(to quote but one example: the Kispek chamber grave: BónA 1991, 
139, 176, 264–265, cp., e.g., KAzAnsKI–mAstyKovA 2003, 42–44, 
203; the grave can be dated to the late third–early fourth century).
142 BónA 1979, 305.
143 AlfölDI 1932, 34–35; see also above.
144 For an overview of his research, see BónA 1991, 220–221.
145 Werner 1934, 237; Werner 1956, 59; AltheIm– 
hAussIg 1958, 51 (quite exceptionally, virtually agreeing with J. Wer-
ner on this issue); BónA 1979, 301. 
146 3аСецКая 1994, 106–108, ris. 24; zAsecKAJA– 
BoKovenKo 1994, BemmAnn–oesterWInD 1995, 79; Koch 1997, 
636; hArhoIu 1997, 134; luttWAK 2009, 14.
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Simultaneously, the model of a more westerly region of origin was also proposed at an early date,147 which 
is still encountered in some studies (“the Sarmatian connection”).148 The theory of Sarmatian origins has most re-
cently been revisited by Bodo Anke, who rejected the Inner Asian origin of Hunnic cauldrons based on the distribu-
tion territory of their assumed Sarmatian forerunners and certain formal traits, and argued that the distinctive 
cylindrical Hunnic cauldrons had probably evolved in the region where the easternmost cauldrons were found, i.e. 
in the region marked by the Kyzyl-Adyr and Ivanovka cauldrons.149 The hybrid typological traits of the more recent 
finds from the Eastern European plain discussed above too indicate that Hunnic cauldrons underwent a major trans-
formation in this region.
Thus, the typological sequences proposed for the development of Hunnic cauldrons is hardly a resolved 
issue.150 It must be borne in mind that there is a distinct possibility that earlier, Sarmatian-type cauldrons will appear 
among the late Roman-period grave assemblages of the steppe region. Although these ovoid Sarmatian cauldrons 
can hardly be regarded as immediate formal precursors, their affinity with the 
later Hun-period vessels cannot be denied. These vessels were used across the 
immense territory extending from the Volga-Don region to Inner Asia (Tuva, 
Ordos).151 The grave assemblage from Alt-Weimar (modern Vorontzovka, 
Saratov region) illustrates that these vessels were used in the late Roman pe-
riod in the territory where Hunnic cauldrons later made their appearance. 
The north to south oriented burial of a man with an artificially de-
formed skull was the central diagonal grave of a kurgan, which also yielded a 
sword with a pommel, which pointed towards the sword type labelled the 
Persian type by I. Bóna.152 Moreover, several examples can be cited of the use 
of even more archaic vessels on the Uralian–Kazakhstan steppe in the fourth–
fifth centuries,153 as exemplified by the Borovoye grave so often quoted in the 
western archaeological literature.154 The clay versions of small ovoid cauldrons 
with rectangular handles known from the Dzhetyasar regions were earlier be-
lieved to have been the forerunners of Hunnic cauldrons.155 However, their use 
has more recently been dated to the sixth–seventh centuries and thus they can 
hardly qualify as precursors to the Hunnic cauldrons, despite their formal simi-
larities. It would rather seem that they represent an independent development in 
the Syr-Darya region.156
What seems certain is that Hunnic cauldrons can be regarded as a 
distinctive group among nomadic cauldrons: they appear quite suddenly and 
unexpectedly in the sense that they represent a formal variant that is dominated 
by a type that runs counter to the late Sarmatian developmental sequence and 
has a larger size range.157 Their best formal analogies are the Mongolian and northern Chinese cauldrons with open-
work foot. However, a direct link with these cauldrons remains uncertain, in part for chronological reasons and in 
part because Hunnic cauldrons have not been discovered yet in this region.158 The typological group of Hunnic 
147 fettIch 1940, 247–248; fettIch 1953, 40–42. I. Bóna 
rejected this model (BónA 1971, 269).
148 AnKe 1998, 49, 52. The parallels from Tuva (Kokel) are 
mentioned in a Sarmatian context, contra BónA 1991, Fig. 43 (“vor-
hunnenzeitlich”).
149 AnKe 1998, 54–55. Disregarding the Chinese cauldron, 
conforming to the then state of research. The two vessels are quite 
similar, but the possibility that they had been made in the same work-
shop has been rejected (3аСецКая 1994, 105–106).
150 tomKA 2008, 97. 
151 боКовенКо 1978, 234; for their distribution, see 
боталов 2009, 232, ris. 59.
152 Werner 1956, 26–27, 57, 121 and Taf. 38; the site is 
also known as Staraja Ivantsovka (боталов 2009, ris. 58, 95 and ris. 
59, 38); for the sword type, see BónA 1991, Abb. 12, 238–239.
153 боталов 2009, 228.
154 ярыгИн 2013. Cp. also note 35.
155 zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 711; 3аСецКая 1994, 
107; BónA 1991, 46, Abb. 15 and 241–242.
156 боталов 2009, 227–229. Local clay imitations are 
known from farther east than this group, but these can hardly be re-
garded as forging a geographic link to the European regions (cp. ibid., 
and zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 707–708; érDy 1995, 25–27).
157 боталов 2009, 229–231; AnKe 1998, 49.
158 боталов 2009, ris. 58. The single link would be the 
Nanshan cauldron, but this piece comes from a more westerly region 
(eastern Turkestan), where the cited formal precursors have not been 
documented, not to speak of the fact that this piece is regarded as hav-
ing been taken back from European territories (see above).
Fig. 22. The Kapos Valley cauldron 
(photo: Ádám Vágó)
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cauldrons does not include a single piece that can be dated before the close of the fourth century, to before the Hun 
period,159 the implication being that, on the one hand, the model according to which these cauldrons gradually spread 
westward – which posits a direct link between the Hsiung-nu and the Hunnic material160 – seems unlikely, while on 
the other, the ethnic attribution of the eastern forerunners remains open.161
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
For obvious reasons, the macroscopic examination of the Ócsa cauldron yielded no information on its 
manufacturing technique. Still, given the many erroneous claims, false commonplaces and uncertainties in the pe-
riod’s scholarship, its seems prudent to address this issue too.
The most detailed discussion of casting techniques was written by Imre János in relation to the Várpalota 
cauldron.162 He reconstructed the casting of the cauldron as follows: first, a clay model of the body was made up to 
the crown conforming to the cauldron’s intended volume, which was fired. Next, a positive mould was made of the 
cauldron’s body from clay that was smoothed onto the fired core, which was then also fired; this was followed by 
the preparation of the external moulds, also from clay, which were fired after their removal from the core. The 
cauldron was then cast. The three openings on the interior base of the Várpalota cauldron were created with “clay 
stoppers” set in the mould before the casting procedure. These openings served for attaching the foot, which was 
cast immediately after the cauldron’s body had been made.
Another reconstruction was proposed in the publication of the Ioneşti cauldron; however, the drawings 
illustrating the assumed casting procedure are not accompanied by a detailed discussion in the text.163 The drawings 
suggest the following procedure: first, the preparation of a clay model, after which the external mould was made, 
followed by the creation of an inner core that was fired separately. The decoration was made next, then the core was 
pared down to the cauldron’s intended thickness. This reconstruction can be rejected. Future studies should take the 
reconstruction proposed by János as their starting point.
Ilona Kovrig’s observations on manufacturing techniques have lost none of their relevance.164 She noted 
that the Törtel cauldron had been cast in four parts, while the other cauldrons had been made using two-part 
moulds,165 and that the foot of the Várpalota cauldron had been cast in a two-part mould.166 Similar observations 
were made in the case of the Romanian cauldrons. The casting seams on the foot of the Ioneşti cauldron, made in a 
two-part mould, are at 90o to the cauldron’s body.167
I. Kovrig noted that there are three pegs on the foot of the cauldrons (two oval openings on the piece from 
the Kapos Valley) for attaching the foot.168 However, we now know that this procedure was not general because the 
foot was attached in a different manner on the cauldrons from Romania.169
Pouring holes with a diameter of 8–12 cm can be found on the base of the three intact pieces from Hungary 
(as well as on the more recently found Rádpuszta cauldron). Previously, it was assumed – principally on the basis 
of the Törtel and Kapos Valley cauldrons – that the foot had been cast in one with the vessels, but had broken off. 
I. Kovrig correctly noted that these features on the cauldron bases can be explained by the casting technique and 
that the casting stubs were concealed by the foot after its attachment to the body.170 The consensus now is that the 
foot of the cauldrons became worn rather easily and eventually broke off, explaining why they are rarely found 
together with the cauldrons, although it has also been suggested that an alternate explanation for the lack of a foot 
is also feasible.171
159 As noted by Koch 1997, 635, AnKe 1998, 53; боталов 
2009, 230. The Kyzyl-Adyr cauldron was earlier dated to the second–
third century, cp. Koch 1997, 641–642, notes 10, 12–13. 
160 3аСецКая 1994, ris. 24; zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 
710 and Fig. 7; érDy 1995, 52–53 and 67, Fig. 10. Cp. tomKA 2008, 
91–92, 97.
161 боталов 2009, 230–231.
162 “wiss. Mitarbeiter des Forschungsinstitutes für Eisen-
industrie, Budapest” (KovrIg 1972, note 10). 
163 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 104, Abb. 4.
164 KovrIg 1972, 100–102. 
165 KovrIg 1972, 100, fettIch 1940, 246.
166 KovrIg 1972, 100, Abb. 7, 2. The other Hungarian caul-
drons lack a foot.
167 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 100.
168 KovrIg 1972, 102.
169 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 100–101.
170 KovrIg 1972, 102. 
171 According to AnKe 1998, 52, the foot had been deliber-
ately removed before deposition.
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Aside from a few brief overviews of manufacturing techniques,172 there have been no studies on casting 
procedures since then. I. Bóna emphasised the direct Chinese links of the casting technology, even though he as-
serted that the cauldrons were cast in several pieces that were then soldered together and that the foot was riveted 
to the cauldron.173 Similarly to the question of origins, it is possible that parallel to the direct Chinese–Inner Asian 
technological ancestry, Hunnic cauldrons also had a direct association with the casting technology of earlier no-
madic cauldrons, which was obviously also a technology adopted from another culture with more advanced metal-
working.174 Thus, we should first identify the traits that can be regarded as “ancient Chinese traditions” because 
– aside from Bóna’s misunderstood overview – this issue was never addressed in European scholarship.175 
There were several casting techniques of eastern origin that did not employ lost-wax casting. These have 
various Scythian- and Sarmatian-period variants, and their relation to the Chinese- and the Hellenistic-based Central 
Asian traditions can be explored and studied. Still, it remains uncertain to which technological variant the Hunnic 
cauldrons can be linked or from which tradition they developed.176
Finally, one particular detail needs to be highlighted, namely that the wall thickness and weight of the 
cauldrons varies considerably. The wall thickness of the Ócsa fragment is 0.6 cm, resembling most of the other 
Hungarian cauldrons, which have a similar wall thickness, while their weight is 16–20 kg and their height is gener-
ally 50–60 cm.177 The Törtel cauldron is the largest with its height of 89 cm and weight of 35 kg; in contrast, its wall 
thickness is smaller, no more than 3 mm (or 2–5 mm according to other descriptions).178 In contrast, the Şestaci 
cauldron has a wall thickness of 1.4 cm and a weight of 29 kg, even though its height of 53 cm assigns it to the 
smaller variants of the average-sized vessels.179 These finer variations also have to be considered in detailed studies 
and reconstructions of casting technologies.
METAL COMPOSITION
The first metal analyses were performed on cauldron fragments from Romania, which indicated that they 
had been made from copper.180 It was pointed out that most cauldrons were described as being bronze vessels, de-
spite the lack of metallographic analyses.181 Later, Otto von Maenchen-Helfen summarised the available analytical 
evidence on Scythian cauldrons, which indicated that these vessels had likewise been made of copper.182 He noted 
the varying quality of Hunnic cauldrons as described in the publications, for example in the case of the Jędrzychowice 
cauldron, in which the alloy was of such uneven quality, that the cauldron appeared to be of pure copper in some 
spots and of tin in others.183 The early descriptions of other cauldrons, such as the pieces from the Kapos Valley and 
Benešov, too suggested that they had been made from copper alloys with a high copper content.184 In line with the 
analytical results, these suggest that the cauldrons were not cast from recycled bronze artefacts and that they had 
been made by specialised metalworkers, similarly to the Sarmatian cauldrons.185 Regarding the source of the pure 
copper used for producing the cauldrons, O. Maenchen-Helfen emphasised the sources of the eastern forerunners, 
while R. Harhoiu contended that the Huns had also exploited the Carpathian ore deposits known in the Roman 
period for making the Lower Danubian pieces.186
172 For a more detailed discussion, see mAenchen-helfen 
1973, 319–323.
173 This is probably based on Rómer’s description (rómer 
1870a, 291), and a misunderstanding of Kovrig’s study (KovrIg 1972; 
see BónA 1979, 301; GHA 1987, 156; BónA 1991, 140, 275), which 
was then re-iterated by others (müller 2003, 287; Attila 2007, 145; 
AnKe 1998, 49).
174 The similarities with late Sarmatian bronze casting were 
also noted by I. Kovrig (KovrIg 1972, 100).
175 tAKács 1925 discussed only the related features of or-
namentation, but not of the technology.
176 This issue has an extensive eastern literature, which will 
not be discussed here since an assessment of the eastern contacts of 
the technology would call for a separate study. See, e.g. ДемИДенКо 
2014a and ДемИДенКо 2014b.
177 BónA 1979, 301; BónA 1991, 140; hArhoIu 1997, 130; 
AnKe 1998, 49.
178 PulszKy 1891, 15; tAKács 1925, 207. According to 
BónA 1991, 275, it weighs 41 kg, which is probably the current weight 
of the restored and reinforced vessel.
179 нуДельман 1967, 307.
180 mItreA 1961, 556–558. The fragments from Boşneagu 
and Sucidava were submitted to spectral analyses.
181 mItreA 1961, 552.
182 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 321.
183 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 321.
184 WosInsKy 1891, 427; KArger 1922, 30; KArger 1940, 
113.
185 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 323.
186 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 322–323; and hArhoIu– 
DIAconescu 1984, 106.
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A study on the metal composition of the Hungarian cauldrons was published in 1972.187 The main conclu-
sion drawn from the analyses was that the metal composition of the two cauldrons from Várpalota and the Kapos 
Valley was so similar as to suggest that they had been produced in the same workshop, and the Törtel piece was also 
highly similar. The composition of the Intercisa cauldron differed, but given that this was merely a fragment, the 
difference was attributed to the fact that a smaller number of measurements could be made than on the other exem-
p lars. The analytical results differed from the findings of the measurements on the Romanian pieces in 1961, which 
lacked antimony, but contained several trace elements that were not present in the Hungarian pieces, from which I. 
Kovrig concluded that the cauldrons represented different workshop traditions.188 When writing about cauldrons 
made from different alloys in various workshops, Bóna based his arguments on these findings.189
The analysis of the Kyzyl-Adyr cauldron too indicated that it had been made from copper.190 The most recent 
study in this field published in 1984 discussed the metal composition of the Ioneşti cauldron.191 This analysis indi-
cated a different tin and lead content than in the Hungarian pieces: the metal of the Ioneşti cauldron can be definitely 
identified as bronze. The findings of this analysis were not compared with the results of earlier examinations. 
Thus, previous analyses indicated that the cauldrons had mostly been made of copper. The cauldrons are 
still often described as having been produced from bronze or, alternately, both options are mentioned and the ques-
tion is left open.192 
In the light of the above, the main questions regarding the metal composition are as follows from an ar-
chaeological perspective: is the claim that the cauldrons from the Carpathian Basin and the Lower Danube region have 
a different composition still valid? Can the material of the cauldrons be labelled an alloy and if so, what kind of alloy?
The XRF and SEM analysis of the Ócsa cauldron indicated that the cauldron had been cast from pure cop-
per with a 1 w/wt% lead content (see the Appendix). This composition would suggest that lead had been added in-
tentionally; however, further studies are necessary to confirm this. This metal composition can be assigned to heavy 
coppers in today’s classification, even though it can hardly be correlated with modern categories. The metal com-
position of the Ócsa cauldron corresponds to that of some of the pieces from the Lower Danube region (e.g. 
Boşneagu and Sucidava), bur differs significantly from the composition of the Ioneşti cauldron. 
THE ASSOCIATION OF THE FINDSPOTS WITH WATER – CHTHONIC SACRIFICES IN THE HUN PERIOD?
The hypothesis that cauldrons and their fragments were found immediately beside rivers, lakes and marshy 
areas has since long occupied a prominent place in the period’s scholarship. Proponents of this supposition emphasis-
ing the association with water assumed that this reflected ritual practices related to water and that the findspots can 
be regarded as the locations where the rituals had been performed.193 This theory contradicts another widespread 
assumption, namely that Hunnic cauldrons had been funerary sacrifices, as illustrated, for example, by Bóna’s cate-
gorical rejection of the theory.194 However, most studies tend to adopt a blend of the two, even though they usually 
accentuate the point that the little that is known of find contexts is unsuitable for a more comprehensive assessment.195 
187 KovrIg 1972, 122–125.
188 KovrIg 1972, 114.
189 BónA 1991, 145.
190 гаряИнов 1980, 261; also mentioned by hArhoIu 
1997, 130.
191 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 115–116. Spectrographic 
analysis (115, Beilage 2) as well as neutron activation analysis and 
XRF (116, Tabelle 1).
192 E.g. BónA 1991, 43: “gegossenen Kupfer- und Bronze-
kessel”, and Koch 2007b, 287: “aus Bronze oder allgemeiner einer 
Kupferlegierung”. 
193 In the following, I shall discuss the contexts of those 
cauldrons that were found in locations close to water according to 
mAenchen-helfen 1973, 329–330; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 106 
and Abb. 6; Koch 1997, 638–640 (Fundliste); hArhoIu 1997, Taf. CV 
(Kombinationstabelle); AnKe 1998 (catalogue). See also nestor–
nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 180–182; Werner 1956, 60; hArhoIu 
1997, 130, 133. 
194 BónA 1991, 240. This theory never took root in Hun-
garian scholarship and was not adopted in the works written for the 
broader public either (with the exception of tAKács 1959, 87–89). 
One reason is perhaps that it did not fit into the overall picture since 
the possible practice of rites or the vestiges of mythical traditions as-
sociated with water were never raised in archaeological, historical or 
ethno-archaeological studies on the population groups of eastern an-
cestry (such as the Scythians, Sarmatians, Huns, Avars, Hungarians, 
Cumanians) which played a role in the ancient history of the Car-
pathian Basin. For the rites of the European Huns, see tomKA 1986, 
tomKA 1987; tomKA 2007.
195 AnKe 1998, 51. 
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One case illustrating how this conjecture was overblown out of all proportion is that a similar context was assumed 
for the “Troyes” cauldron, even though it has a highly dubious provenance. 
The stray finds include several pieces whose findspots can be currently associated with water or wetland, 
but an association of this type is wholly uncertain regarding the location in Antiquity. The above hypothesis pro b-
ably played an important role in highlighting the role of water in the case of other cauldrons.
A review of the findspots 
The fragment from Benešov found in 1907, whose association with a marsh was suggested later, can be 
assigned to the latter group.196 However, the initial publication clearly stated that the fragment had been found in a 
woodland environment during road construction, perhaps during ditch digging, at a depth of 25–40 cm, and that it 
was not accompanied by other finds.197 A peaty soil is mentioned by Viktor Karger in his article describing the 
findspot in more detail, which was written in knowledge of the Romanian theory, published in 1937. He mentions 
that the findspot lay in an area covered with black peaty humus and grass.198 In a study published at the same time, 
Georg Raschke noted that while there were no peat remnants on the cauldron fragment, remains of brown clay could 
be identified. The report of the official who had found the fragment discarded under a tree in a secondary position 
after the completion of the construction work and had presented it to a private collection recorded that he had 
cleaned the fragment of the brown clay covering it. Georg Raschke concluded that the fragment was not found 
beside the road, but on a nearby hill known as Schanzenberg, where clay for the construction had been mined (Fig. 
23).199 Because the original finder of the fragment could no longer be tracked down – the road builders came from 
Italy – and because all that we know about the fragment post-dates its actual discovery, the findspot and the find 
context can no longer be accurately reconstructed. 
The find circumstances of the Várpalota cauldron are wholly unknown and its association with water can-
not be proven.200 Although Mór Wosinsky wrote about “Kapos Valley peat” in the case of the cauldron found there, 
the vessel itself came to light during ploughing in the stream valley.201 Since nothing else is known about the find 
circumstances, it remains unknown whether the cauldron’s findspot lay on the one-time stream bank, in the stream’s 
channel, or in a location that was also suitable for settlement on the stream bank. Regarding the findspot of the 
Törtel cauldron, I. Bóna highlighted that the findspot was located on the fringes of the Tisza floodplain and this 
remark was then repeated in the publications emphasising the ritual role of water.202 The findspot actually lies some 
15 km from the Tisza and thus a direct association between its deposition and the river can be rejected (Fig. 14).
The Desa cauldron was retrieved during fishing at the time of the Danubian floods in an area dotted with 
lakes in the Danube region. Its original findspot is uncertain, including its proximity to the village of Desa, since 
that location only marks the middle part of a roughly 20–30 km long area; the more precise definition of the find spot 
would be “between Ciuperceni and Ghidiciu”.203 The Hotărani handle fragment comes from the shore of Lake Balta 
Mare and it was found in direct association with the Blahniţa Stream, which drained the periodic floodwaters in the 
oft-inundated floodplain area.204 The Boşneagu cauldron was found near the Danubian floodplain, but it came to 
light when a pit was dug in the yard of a peasant house in the village. The fragment lay at a depth of 1.5 m. Although 
there are several lakes around the village, it is uncertain whether these are natural formations and their presence, in 
itself, is insufficient for a direct association with the cauldron.205 The Sudiţi cauldron was found on a settlement that 
lies beside a stream, similarly to most other archaeological sites.206
196 E.g. Attila 2007, 114.
197 KArger 1922, 30; KArger 1940, 113, as well as 
 rAschKe 1940, 117–118, quoting the finder’s report.
198 KArger 1940, 113–114. For the find, see also rAschKe 
1940, Taf. 14, 15/3; tAKács 1955, 147; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 
308; BónA 1991, 241; teJrAl 2000, 151 (n.v.); losKotová 2011, 
126–128.
199 rAschKe 1940, 115, 117–119.
200 KovrIg 1972.
201 WosInsKy 1891.
202 See note 47.
203 nestor–nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 178.
204 nestor–nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 179. 
205 mItreA 1961, 550. 
206 Mentioned by hArhoIu 1997, 130, 189/84, published in 
Attila 2007, 333. The find context is uncertain: the cauldron was al-
legedly found during the excavation of a Bronze Age settlement and 
was apparently recovered from a smelting furnace. If this was indeed 
the case, we may assume a late Roman-period or Hun-period settle-
ment where craft activities were pursued. AnKe 1998, 52, too consi d-
ers this cauldron to be a late Roman settlement find.
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There is detailed information on the find context of the Ioneşti cauldron. It was found at a depth of 6 m in 
the groundwater table, some 500 m from the current channel of the Arges River. Overlying the cauldron was an 
undisturbed riverine deposit, which could only have accumulated after the cauldron’s deposition. It has been sug-
gested that the cauldron had originally been buried at a depth of 1.5 m, which does not exclude a deposition in a 
river channel.207 However, the evidence is not convincing. The 6 m thick deposit simply reflects the river’s mobility 
and the twentieth-century conditions can only be tentatively compared to the one-time environment. Even so, this 
is the best, most reliable example that a cauldron’s findspot can be directly associated with a river or its floodplain.
The location of the Ivanovka site “near the Don Delta” is uncertain, as are its find circumstances, and the 
findspot can only be identified tentatively on the basis of the information contained in the archaeological literature.208
The Soka cauldron was allegedly found in a dried-up stream channel. Several variations of the site’s name 
and its location have appeared in the archaeological literature. The actual site lies some 100 km west of the Volga.209
The find circumstances of the Verkhniy Konets cauldron are not known.210 The findspot of the northernmost 
Hunnic cauldron known since long has been specified variously. It does not lie in the Volga–Kama catchment in the 
geographical sense, but beyond it, on the bank of one of the tributaries of the Dvina that flows into the White Sea. 
The Khabaz cauldron was an unstratified find from a chamber grave in an extensive cemetery. The site 
itself lies in a river valley, which is the case for most Caucasian sites.211
Fig. 23. The secondary findspot of the Razová cauldron fragment 
(after rAschKe 1940)
Fig. 24. Findspot of the Samara cauldron fragments  
(no. 29, after КочКИна–СташенКов 2014)
207 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 99, cp. Abb. 1–2.
208 fettIch 1940, 248; BónA 1991, 240–241; AnKe 1998, 
Teil 2, 54. 
209 The Soka cauldron, originating from a Russian princely 
private collection, became known to European archaeological scholar-
ship after its drawing was published by M. Wosinsky, who, however, 
specified an erroneous findspot (WosInsKy 1891, 430). The drawing 
itself was mixed up with an illustration of the Verkhniy Konets caul-
dron following a mistake made by Hampel. The exact findspot of this 
cauldron was eventually clarified by Russian scholarship in 1900. For 
a detailed discussion, see BónA 1991, Abb. 14, 2; 240); for its photo, 
see Werner 1956 and mAenchen-helfen 1973, 316, Fig. 45; 
боталов 2009, Fig. 58, 127, 156).
210 The drawing of the cauldron was adopted from M. Wo-
sinsky’s study in the archaeological literature (WosInsKy 1891, 430). 
211 батчаев 1984; BónA 1991, 240.
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The Nanshan cauldron was associated with water on the testimony of the patina on the vessel and in keep-
ing with the theory of ritual practices linked to water.212 As a matter of fact, the cauldron’s find circumstances are 
wholly unknown. Only so much can be known that the cauldron had been found by a shepherd in 1976 and that his 
son had presented it to the Ürümqi museum after his death, where Miklós Érdy discovered it in 1989.213
The Kapos Valley and Soka cauldrons, which according to the reports were both found in stream valleys, 
had actually been discovered during ploughing at a shallow depth in the nineteenth century. However, the area of 
the findspots was not examined in order to determine whether it was suitable for human settlement or whether there 
were any settlement traces in their proximity.
The best examples for a close association with water are represented by the Wallachian cauldrons (one 
caught up in a fishnet, another found on a riverbank, etc.) and it is therefore not mere chance that the hypothesis 
was first proposed by Romanian scholars, which was then adopted by international scholarship and extended to 
Eurasia. Actually, the first formulation of the theory was more in the nature of a speculative question,214 but the rite 
itself was never explored in detail, nor were possible parallels sought. A look at the Lower Danubian finds reveals 
that a deposition near water was assumed in the case of each findspot, the only exceptions being the cauldrons found 
in the Hinova and Sucidava forts. A possible association with water was never suggested in the case of the cauldrons 
from Celamantia and Intercisa (as well as Olbia), probably because their find contexts appeared to differ substan-
tially, even though this is not the case. A cauldron fished out of the Danube during a flood reveals little about the 
one-time context, only that its place of deposition lay immediately by the Danubian limes, similarly to the Roman 
military forts and installations where cauldrons have been found. 
Viewed from this perspective, the cauldrons found in the Perevolotchna and Tsimlyansk reservoirs could 
plausibly be associated with the ritual role of water, even though both findspots lay near strategically important 
fording places over the Don and the Dnieper. The recent finds discovered on the Pontic littoral (Malai, Buzhor) 
could also be mentioned, as could the Samara cauldron fragment and the Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta cauldron brought 
to light on the shore of Lake Balaton, even though in these cases, it was not so much the proximity of water, but 
rather the settlement and the proximity of communication routes that can be directly linked to the cauldrons.215 For 
example, although the Samara fragment was found directly on the Volga bank, the ninth-century grave goods found 
nearby indicate that the area was suitable for human settlement (Fig. 24).216 Among the more recently discovered 
cauldrons, only the exemplar from Lichnov was quite certainly found on a stream bank. However, it is also empha-
sised that the findspot of the cauldron fragment found by metal detectoring is uncertain in the sense of whether the 
findspot can be regarded as the actual place of deposition or whether the small handle fragment had been carried 
there by the water secondarily.217
Another intriguing question is why only decorated body fragments and handle fragments are found in ad-
dition to complete cauldrons.218 The answer is fairly obvious and can probably be explained by taphonomy. It is 
more difficult to recognise a plain copper sheet fragment than a mushroom-shaped handle for what it is – one case 
in point being the Ócsa fragment found by a metal detectorist. Had the fragment been undecorated, its identification 
would have been impossible. How does a metal vessel buried in a special location come to light? It is ploughed up, 
washed ashore, or – very rarely – it is excavated. Thus, the association with water seems quite natural: the over-
whelming majority of archaeological sites lies in the proximity of some living water since water is indispensable to 
human life. 
THE ROMAN CONTEXT
Studies on Hunnic cauldrons tend to treat the finds brought to light in Roman forts separately from the 
other pieces. The fragments found in Roman forts are generally interpreted as pieces associated with the foederati, 
eastern population groups under Roman overlordship, and they are therefore assigned an earlier date than the other 
212 Koch 1997, 641–642, 8, note 17.
213 érDy 1990; érDy 1995, 5–7, 32.
214 nestor–nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 182.
215 tomKA 2005.
216 КочКИна–СташенКов 2014, 46.
217 losKotová 2011, 126.
218 BónA 1991, 144. It has also been suggested that a ritual 
role can be ascribed to the separate deposition of cauldron handles.
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cauldrons;219 it is also assumed that they had perhaps served as raw material for the forts’ occupants.220 Topographic 
surveys and control excavations have rarely been conducted in the case of the stray pieces not originating from 
Roman forts, and little attention has been paid to topographic work in their cases. Still, their association with con-
temporaneous sites has been suggested and the links with the antique world can also be broadened in the light of 
the new material. In order to examine the relationship between the cauldrons and late Roman topography, we must 
first identify the finds that can be associated with antique forts or towns, or with Roman or barbarian rural settle-
ments, as well as the stray finds in whose case an association of this type is not known. 
A review of the sites
The cauldron fragments from Celamantia, Intercisa, Hinova and Sucidava come from Roman forts.221 It is 
rarely noted that with the exception of the Intercisa fragment, the other twelve pieces were found on the left Danube 
bank, from Roman installations erected on barbarian territory. Among the cauldrons from the Lower Danube region, 
the stray finds from Hotărani, Desa and Boşneagu can be likened to these pieces in the sense that they were all found 
on the fringes of the Danubian floodplain.222
The find context of the Olbia cauldron fragment is unknown. The function of the fragment, which reached 
the museum in 1902 from a local antiquities dealer, was only recognised in 1994. Although its findspot was specified 
as Olbia, this cannot be regarded as a wholly reliable piece of information, even though it would have been rather 
pointless to falsify the findspot of an artefact of (then) unknown function.223 Still, even assuming that this had been 
the case and that the fragment was not found in the town, it most likely originates from the town’s territorium and 
some significance can be attached to this on the imperial level. Similarly to the entire region, the town was devas-
tated in the 230s, and its significance also declined in the fourth century. According to recent research, its trade did 
not cease entirely and a continuous urban life can be demonstrated up to the last third of the fourth century.224
The Simferopol cauldron fragment from Neapolis Scythica, the capital of the Crimean Scythians, was al-
legedly found in a third-century pit in the town’s south-eastern part.225 The town was continuously occupied during 
the Roman period; its abandonment can be dated to the fourth century.226
The findspot of the Buzhor fragments, found by metal detectoring,227 lies a few kilometres from Anapa, an-
tique Gorgippia. The town of Gorgippia was one of the major centres of the Roman-period Bosporan Kingdom, where 
urban life is attested up to the fourth century.228 Other Hun-period finds have also been reported from the town.229
A Roman-period barbarian settlement of the Przeworsk culture was identified in 1988 near the findspot of 
the Jędrzychowice cauldron.230 The Rádpuszta cauldron as well as the Sudiţi and Tymkove cauldron fragments came 
to light during settlement excavations. Although the material brought to light on the Cherniakhov settlement has not 
been published in full, we know that the Tymkove fragment was recovered from a 2 m deep storage pit with a mouth 
diameter of 1.3 m.231 This context is best paralleled by that of the Rádpuszta cauldron. 
219 Most recently by teJrAl 2011, 346–351.
220 Most recently by rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 120–121.
221 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, Abb. 6; BónA 1991, 144–145.
222 As highlighted by mItreA 1961, 554.
223 реДіна–роСохацьКИй 1994, 152, illustration: ibid., 
Fig. 1, 4; AnKe 1998, Taf. 33, 5. 
224 КрыжИцКИй–руСяева–черненКо et al. 1986, 377–
378; KrAPIvInA 2010, 73.
225 Aчкинази 1987 (n. v.); AnKe 1998, II. 115; Taf. 35, 5. 
AJBABIn 2011, 68, speaks of a humus layer overlying the ruins. 
226 Зайцев 2003, 45–46.
227 новИчИхИн 2014.
228 KhAtchAtourovA 2001, 264–265.
229 новИчИхИн 2014, 169.
230 loPusIeWIcz–zmuDzInsKI 1991. The relationship be-
tween the cauldron and settlement remains uncertain. The late Roman 
settlement layer uncovered in the sounding did not indicate an inten-
sive occupation. In contrast, the settlement lying some 400–500 m 
from the Hun-period burial at Jakuszowice, investigated as part of a 
research excavation, was an intensively occupied settlement of the 
Przeworsk culture with a long use-life, where traces indicating the 
working of iron and bronze as well as of precious metals and amber 
were found. A pottery kiln was also uncovered. The settlement was 
interpreted as an administrative and economic centre which, on the 
testimony of the small finds, retained its importance during the Hun 
period too (for comprehensive overviews, see goDłoWsKI 1995, 
157–161; KAczAnoWsKI–roDzIńsKA-noWAK 2008, and losKotová 
2011, 128).
231 The pit also yielded a bone plaque with zoomorphic 
decoration and a few animal bones: реДіна–роСохацьКИй 1994, 
152–153; Abb 1/1. The site was earlier published under its Russian 
name as Timkovo.
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The relation of the other stray cauldron finds to micro-regional topography is controversial. As far as 
I know, the Ócsa fragment is the single find in whose case the broader area of the findspot was surveyed using 
modern techniques and thus the fragment can be tentatively associated with a late Sarmatian settlement. The Şestaci 
cauldron was ploughed up from a depth of 0.8 m. Although hand-thrown pottery fragments were found beside it, 
the nature of the site remains controversial.232 
The significance of a few findspots can be understood in a broader regional context. It has been repeatedly 
pointed out that the Benešov and Jędrzychowice cauldrons came to light in a strategically important region.233 The 
area of the Benešov cauldron was inspected in spring and autumn 1919, but no “culture layer” (Kulturschicht) was 
found.234 Together with the recently found Lichnov fragment, the three finds reflect the outstanding importance of 
the Moravian Gates. A similar interpretation can be offered for the cauldrons from Şestaci and Tymkove found near 
the Dniester, the Prevolotchna cauldron found on the Dnieper bank, the pieces found in the Volgograd area and, 
provisionally the exemplars from the Volga region. These either lie near major fording places or the location of the 
findspots (e.g. on both sides of the Dniester) reflect their prominent role. 
As far as I know, the nature of the settlement possibly associated with the cemetery has not been examined 
in the case of cauldrons recovered from burials (Malai, Khabaz, Nasyr-Kort, Kyzyl-Adyr). However, given that 
three of the four graves were prominent male burials with weapons, it seems likely that the Khabaz cauldron in the 
northern Caucasus had been deposited in a similarly rich grave, especially in the light of the stray finds. The 
Mediterranean imports in this cemetery suggest a former road of regional importance nearby.235
In sum, we may say that the strategically important locations are not restricted to the Roman forts since a 
number of cauldrons were found in similarly significant locations on barbarian territory. Cauldrons have been found 
not only in Roman forts and in antique towns and their immediate vicinity; a direct relation with a Roman provincial 
settlement (Balatonlelle), Sarmatian (Ócsa) and Carpic (Sudiţi) settlements as well as settlements of the Przeworsk 
(Jędrzychowice) and Cherniakhov (Tymkove) cultures have been suggested. This, in turn, bolsters arguments that 
the Hunnic Empire had made good use of the Roman infrastructure not only in Pannonia, but also in the barbarian 
territories.236 
THE ASSOCIATION WITH HUNNIC POWER CENTRES
The distribution of cauldrons in the Lower Danube region and the Carpathian Basin is expressly linked to 
the Hunnic power bases, which also influences how they are dated. In general, it is assumed that the Hungarian 
cauldrons are later and date from the decades when the seat of the Hunnic Empire was relocated to the Carpathian 
Basin from the Lower Danube.237 As we have seen, the typology of the finds does not wholly support this conjecture.
A closer look at the distribution of Wallachian finds reveals that they do not outline one or more power 
bases on the Oltenian Plain, but are principally found along the limes. The findspots of two pieces (Ioneşti, Sudiţi) 
lie farther, although not on the plainland, but at the foot of the Carpathians.238 The reconstructions of the Hun-period 
232 нуДельман 1967, 306. 
233 First noted by rAschKe 1940, 119; more recently dis-
cussed by losKotová 2011, 126–128, and teJrAl 2011, 351.
234 KArger 1940, 113–114. Georg Raschke again visited 
and inspected the site in December 1940 (rAschKe 1940, 117).
235 KAzAnsKI–mAstyKovA 2007, 194.
236 tomKA 2008, 97. This issue is obviously closely related 
to the dating of the end of the Central European barbarian cultures. 
Although not discussed at greater length here, it must nonetheless be 
noted that the upper boundary of the final phase of the Przeworsk 
culture in Upper Silesia, one of the best researched regions, is now 
believed to have extended into the Hun period, which is also sup-
ported by dendrochronological dates (goDloWsKI 1995, 162; 
 losKotová 2011, 128).
237 “stimmt die Verbreitung der Kessel auffallend mit den 
Etappen und Schwerpunkten des Vordringens der Hunnen überein” and 
“Produkte hunnischer Werkstätten, die nach 425 nach Ungarn verlegt 
wurden”: BónA 1991, 145, a view shared by mItreA 1961, 554–555; 
KovrIg 1972, 117–118; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 110; KovrIg 
1985, 143; zAsecKAJA–BoKovenKo 1994, 710–711; 3аСецКая 1994, 
108; hArhoIu 1997, 134. I. Bóna had earlier believed that the empire’s 
seat had been relocated to the Carpathian Basin directly from the Volga 
region; later, he modified his view and interpolated a Wallachian centre 
(BónA 1979, 301; BónA 1986, 136; BónA 1991, 54, 61, 141).
238 The inclusion of another mushroom-shaped handle 
fragment housed in the Bucharest museum in the central region of 
Wallachia on distribution maps leads to a distorted picture because the 
fragment probably originates from a site in western Lesser Wallachia 
(nestor–nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 179).
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power bases would suggest that the distribution of cauldrons does not coincide with the distribution of the major 
Hun-period finds in Wallachia.239
The problems arising from dating the finds in themselves are illustrated by the fact that Romanian scholar-
ship had earlier interpreted these finds as the relics of the Huns retreating eastward after the fall of their empire in 
the fifth century on the basis of the parallels with the more developed forms in the west, in Hungary.240 The cauldrons 
from Sucidava241 and Hinova242 are generally cited when dating these finds, which are usually assigned to around 
400/410.243 However, similarly to the Hungarian finds, it could be argued that they are in fact dated on historical 
grounds since the end of the forts’ occupation is uncertain.244 The Sucidava fragments were found in different parts 
of the fort, but their exact stratigraphic contexts are unknown. One was found near a hoard of bronze coins whose 
latest piece is an issue of Theodosius II, which cannot be dated more closely.245 The initial report does not restrict 
the end of the fort’s occupation to the earlier fifth century (more precisely, of the late Roman fort, before its Byzan-
tine renewal), a dating that is still acceptable today.246 The coin circulation of the Hinova fort shows a similar pattern. 
239 cIuPercă–măgureAnu 2008, 125, Fig. 3; КаЗанСКИй 
2014, 328–329, Fig. 26. The single exception is the cauldron fragment 
from Sudiţi, whose findspot lies on the assumed territory of the power 
base in the Buzău region, a few kilometres away from two burials 
yielding diadems (Gherăseni, Buhăieşti) and from Pietroasele 
(cIoBAnu–constAntInescu 2008, Abb. 3 and 136).
240 nestor–nIcolAescu-PloPşor 1937, 182. Later, a date 
between 375 and 454 was also proposed (mItreA 1961, 554), and the 
possibility of a late date was also noted by AnKe 1998, 54.
241 tuDor 1941, 375, Fig. 10, c; tuDor 1948, 187–188, 
189, Fig. 35, 1–2, 7.
242 DAvIDescu 1980, 83; 84, Fig. 7.
243 gomolKA-fuchs 2007, 215; teJrAl 2011, 347–348.
244 hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 109–110; AnKe 1998, 53, 
note 307. This is accepted, e.g., by teJrAl 2010, 108.
245 tuDor 1948, 187, 198–200. The hoard was made up of 
889 coins.
246 tuDor 1948, 205–206; rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 120. 
Cp. hArhoIu 1997, 133–134.
Fig. 25. The western boundary of the distribution of Hun-period cauldrons in Central and Eastern Europe  
(the numbering of the sites follows that of the Catalogue; map: Zsófia Masek) 
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The cauldron is associated with the fort’s first destruction, which rather suggests a date before the reign of Theodo-
sius II.247 Obviously, the Hinova fragment can hardly be used for dating all the Wallachian cauldrons.248 
It must also be borne in mind that in contrast to Pannonia, the imperial border in Moesia had retained its 
importance during the Hun period too. The Roman limes meant that the region also acted as the border of the Hun-
nic Empire that had to be defended and it is also possible that army troops were assembled in this region before 
launching the Balkanic campaigns.249
We have no reason to doubt that the central seat of the Hunnic Empire was located in the central region of 
the Hungarian Plain in the 440s as reported in the written sources.250 How, then, can we explain that the greater part 
of the cauldron finds from the Carpathian Basin do not originate from the heartland of Attila’s empire? The Hunnic 
cauldrons and the locations of the so-called funerary sacrifices (as the relics of ritual activities of eastern origin quite 
certainly practiced in the Hun period) outline a smaller area in the Carpathian Basin, which coincides with eastern 
Pannonia and Valeria, with a smaller part falling into Pannonia Prima and the Hungarian Plain.251 One reasonable 
question is whether this distribution can be compared to the distribution of the Wallachian pieces. In order to do so, 
we must first examine whether it is possible that the Hungarian cauldrons mark the border of the Hunnic Empire 
similarly as in the Lower Danube region (Fig. 25).
It has been repeatedly emphasised in Pannonia studies that Valeria was open towards the west and it re-
mains uncertain whether the province had clearly defined borders. Thus, the western border of the Hunnic Empire 
during the last decades of its existence did not necessarily coincide with the administrative border of Valeria Ri pen-
sis.252 Endre Tóth came to a similar conclusion from his study of the distribution of Roman gold solidi.253 Another 
long-standing line of reasoning in Pannonia studies regarding Roman continuity is that the survival of geographic 
names can only be demonstrated in western Transdanubia and south of the Drava, and that this can be seen as the 
legacy of the Hun period.254 The territory on which this continuity cannot be noted255 more or less coincides with 
the Pannonian boundary of the distribution of cauldrons. Obviously, it is impossible to draw well-defined boundaries 
on the maps, as best exemplified by the sacrificial assemblage found at Pécsüszög, which lies immediately by 
Sopianae, a town in which the survival of the built heritage and the presence of a Christian community can be as-
sumed in the first decades of the fifth century, and whose early medieval continuity is reflected in geographic names 
and material culture alike.
Despite these uncertainties, it is striking that, looking at the most recent reconstruction of the late Roman 
division of the province, each Pannonian cauldron was found in Valeria (Fig. 26).256 Viewed from a (Hunnic) impe-
rial perspective, we can draw a parallel between the distribution of cauldrons in the Carpathian Basin and the Lower 
Danube region. The two distribution territories suggest that the finds are not reflections of the westward shifting 
power bases, but rather of the borders and extent of the Hunnic Empire.257
The interpretation of the Pontic sites (Olbia Pontica, Simferopol/Neapolis Scythica, Buzhor/Gorgippia) 
has a similar duality to it. From an imperial perspective, they can be associated with antique centres and locations 
representing the highest level of the settlement hierarchy and communication channels, and – additionally – this 
region acted as an imperial border until the Huns maintained their control over it.258 The same holds true for the 
247 DAvIDescu 1980, 82–83.
248 A view shared by teJrAl 2010, 108, and teJrAl 2011, 
348–349, according to whom the cauldrons found in Pannonian forts 
could even be dated earlier than the pieces found in non-Roman con-
texts in the province’s interior.
249 Cp. the Hunnic campaigns against the East Roman Em-
pire: Bury 1923, 271–276; váczy 1940, 89–91; nAgy 1956; AltheIm 
1962, 186–187, 271–272, 291–293, 310; mócsy 1974, 351–352; 
várADy 1978, 104; Demougeot 1979, 389–393; Pohl 2007, and 
BónA 1984, 269–273, bearing in mind that the Danube still marked 
the empire’s border after the Peace of Anatolius concluded in 450. 
250 Priscus fr. 11–14. thomPson 1948, 102–120; for the 
new edition, see Heather 1996, 240–242.
251 BónA 1991 Abb. 69 (Kartenbeilage).
252 szász 1943, 155; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 64–66, 
87–89; tóth 2009, 175. 
253 tóth 2009, 181–183.
254 AlfölDI 19432, 146–147; mócsy 1974, 354–355; tóth 
1989, 203; BónA 1991, 48; fItz 2003, 208; tóth 2009, 164–165. 
255 mócsy 1974, Fig. 58.
256 For the third–fourth-century shifts in the borders of the 
Pannonian provinces, see Borhy 2014, Abb. 47 and Abb. 119. I am 
grateful to László Borhy and András Bödőcs for kindly granting me 
access to the GIS datasets on which the reconstruction of the province’s 
division during the Tetrarchy was based (Abb. 119). The mapping of 
the findspots of the solidi in Fig. 26 is based on ProhászKA 2008.
257 For the borders of the Hunnic Empire, see heAther 
2009, 631, Map 10. Cp. also shchuKIn–KAzAnsKI–shArov 2006, 
110–116.
258 For the extent of Hunnic control over the Crimean Pen-
insula, see AJBABIn 2011, 50–51, 55, Abb. 19 and 68. 
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Fig. 26. Distribution of Hun-period cauldrons, sacrificial finds and gold solidi in relation to the borders of Pannonia  
(the solidi found in Pannonia Secunda and Savia are not shown; map: Zsófia Masek)
Fig. 27. Relation between the Hunnic cauldrons and the Hun-period burials in the northern half of the Danube–Tisza  
interfluve (the finds and burials south of Intercisa and the Körös Rivers are not shown; map: Zsófia Masek)
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northern Caucasus (Khabaz, Nasyr-Kort).259 The Malai burial in the Kuban region, which can probably be dated 
well after the fall of the Hunnic Empire, cannot be fitted into this interpretative framework.
The interpretation of the other Eastern European and even more easterly burials is by necessity more prob-
lematic. These could be easily transformed from border regions into central areas as the empire expanded, and they 
were either no longer border regions during the empire’s greatest extent, or the issue cannot be resolved, as, for 
example, in the case of the three cauldron finds from the Czech Republic and Poland, which could mark the western 
boundary of the territory under direct Hunnic authority, but they could equally well indicate control over the route 
to the Baltic. What seems certain is that this region, the southerly part of Upper Silesia, coincided with the southern 
fringes of the Przeworsk distribution.260 
The cauldrons from the Hungarian Plain (Törtel, Ócsa) were found in a region that is strikingly poor in 
Hun-period finds. The area of the Ócsa findspot probably enjoyed a prominent status in regional infrastructure. The 
significance of the broader area lying opposite Aquincum has already been noted in Hungarian scholarship,261 which 
is also supported by the distribution of the few Hun-period sites (Fig. 27). The reconstruction of the Roman-period 
roads across the Hungarian Plain does not include a direct Aquincum–Parthiscum route.262 As we have seen, a pos-
sible association between the Törtel site and the Aquincum–Porolissum road is uncertain. The role of the two sites 
on the Hungarian Plain can broadly be explained by the area’s inter-regional role. On the micro-regional level, 
however, this remains uncertain. What can most certainly be excluded in the light of the present record is that the 
two cauldron finds can be linked to a Hun-period power base.
The findspots of the cauldrons found on both banks of the Dniester (Şestaci, Tymkove) in the eastern 
foreland of the Carpathians lie strikingly close to each other.263 In the light of the current evidence, the two sites lie 
in an area rich in Hun-period finds (the so-called Bukovina power base) or, more precisely, on its eastern fringes.264 
The same holds true of the Sudiţi fragments among the Romanian cauldrons (the power base in the Buzău region).265 
The location of their findspot in the micro-region can thus be likened to the Hőgyész cauldron found near Regöly 
and Murga (see above). In the case of the Perevolotchna site, it has been emphasised that the grave assemblage 
found on the other side of the Vorskla mouth, published together with the cauldron, quite obviously reflects the 
prominent role of the fording place in the Hun period.266 It was later suggested, in line with the assessment of other 
assemblages from the Dnieper region, that these finds can be seen as the relics of the re-settlement of the Alans 
during the Hun period.267 The Hunnic cauldrons of the forested steppe region are traditionally regarded as a clear 
indication of Hunnic overlordship,268 in other words, the archaeological finds outline territories and borders about 
which we would hardly know without these finds.
The relics from Eastern Europe make it unlikely that all the finds can be interpreted as markers of border 
territories. Also, the smaller power bases and the empire’s border territories could have coincided (e.g. in southern 
Pannonia) and do not necessarily exclude each other. A more nuanced picture can only be drawn in the regions lying 
closer to the Roman Empire, in part based on the known historic events and in part owing to our better knowledge 
of the topography of the antique world. Even so, the earlier “imperial power base” model is unsuitable for explai ning 
the tendencies noted in the Middle and Lower Danube region.
This new model accords primacy to the overall distribution of the finds rather than to their strict dating. 
This approach is to some extent justified by the empire’s rapid expansion and its brief duration, and by the fact that 
the successive phases of the westward expansion are not necessarily reflected in the archaeological record. At the 
same time, the typological analyses indicate not only an east to west, but also a strong west to east cultural interac-
tion, making a single-trajectory development highly unlikely. These problems can be circumvented by assuming 
that the specialised craftsmen producing the cauldrons retained their cultural contacts from the Danube region to 
259 For the Caucasian campaigns of the Huns, see  thomPson 
1948, 26–31; AltheIm 1962, 317–319; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 
51–59; Demougeot 1979, 387–389.
260 losKotová 2011, 128.
261 E.g. lászló 1942, 781–784; nAgy 1975, 186–188.
262 E.g. gABler–vADAy 1986, Abb. 21; gABler–vADAy 
1992, Abb. 1; vADAy 2003, Fig. 26.
263 реДіна–роСохацьКИй 1994, 154, too highlighted that 
the distance between the two sites is no more than 40 km and that the 
Tymkove fragment bears a high resemblance to the Şestaci cauldron, 
their nearest counterpart being the piece from Desa (нуДельман 
1967, 307).
264 PoPA 2007, 170; hArhoIu 2007, 92; cIuPercă–
măgureAnu 2008, Fig. 3. 
265 cIoBAnu–constAntInescu 2008, Abb. 3.
266 левченКо–СупруненКо 1994, 75, ris. 29 and 80.
267 KAzAnsKI–mAstyKovA 2000.
268 E.g. váczy 1940, 84; BónA 1991, 40.
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the Caucasus region until the fall of the empire, even if it is quite obvious that cauldrons were used over a longer 
time in this region (Nasyr-Kort, Malai).
THE POWER BASE ON THE HUNGARIAN PLAIN AND THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE HUN-PERIOD ARCHAEOLOGICAL  
MATERIAL IN PANNONIA
The dating of the Hungarian cauldrons changed simultaneously with the alterations in the historical narra-
tive accepted in the period’s scholarship. The two principal issues are the dates of when the empire’s seat was relo-
cated to the Hungarian Plain and when the Huns gained control over Pannonia. 
According to the most widely accepted narrative, the power base on the Hungarian Plain was established 
in the 420s and the Huns occupied Pannonia in the 430s. The foundations of this view were set down quite some 
time ago in the period’s research.269 Although the date of 433 has been challenged on both historical and archaeo-
logical grounds,270 a large-scale population change from the 420s or after 433 in Valeria271 (or in Valeria and Pan-
nonia Secunda272) is still current in Roman as well as in Migration period studies, despite the fact that the surrender 
of the provinces as part of a treaty remains uncertain.273 Endre Tóth has aptly noted that the determination of when 
Valeria was handed over to the Huns is a “near-impossible task” and that the date should be crossed out from among 
the major turning-points of Pannonian history.274
In terms of historical chronology, we can, at best, specify the date of the final abandonment of the Danu-
bian limes as having occurred sometime in the 430s.275 Even so, neither the ceding of Valeria by contract, nor the 
creation of Valeria Media can in itself justify the narrow periodisation of the archaeological material to before and 
after the 420s–430s, and neither can a historical narrative along the same lines automatically imply the cessation of 
Roman life in Valeria,276 or the end of the use of the late Roman cemeteries,277 or, for that matter, the narrow date 
range of Group 2 of smoothed-in pottery.278 The point is repeatedly raised that the archaeological material should 
be treated on its own terms and differentiated without recourse to the historical sources in order to avoid the pitfalls 
of a mixed argumentation.279
The problem does not simply lie in drawing the boundaries of a relative and absolute chronology. The real 
issue is whether the archaeological material is suitable for determining chronological boundaries of this type. Caul-
d rons can be seen as a good case, illustrating the point that this issue cannot be methodologically resolved if the 
artefacts in question are stray finds (as most cauldrons are), if their find contexts are uncertain (Intercisa) or if they 
defy a finer chronological resolution (Balatonlelle). Given the nature of the source material, neither can it be deter-
mined whether there is an association between the use and deposition of cauldrons and the systemic presence of 
provincial Roman culture (the limes, the existence of urban life, the continuity of the infrastructure, the use of late 
Roman cemeteries, etc.),280 explaining the simultaneous recourse to two interpretative frameworks: the first, accord-
ing to which cauldrons can be seen as the relics of the foederati who were allies of the Roman Empire, the second, 
which dates cauldrons to after the collapse of the limes.281 As we have seen, typological studies are in themselves 
unsuitable for resolving this issue.
269 Bury 1923, 271–272; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 76–90; 
mócsy–fItz 1990, 50–51; tóth 2009, 172–178. For the proposed 
earlier dates of 406 and 409, see ibid. 173–174, and AlfölDI 1926, 71; 
AlfölDI 1942, 728–729; for an earlier critique, see mócsy 1962, 
581–582.
270 KonrAD–WItschel 2011, 15–16; BIerBrAuer 2011, 132. 
For the ample literature on this issue, see tóth 2009, notes 1053–1055.
271 tóth 2009, 165, 189; vIDA 2011, 626, 637.
272 E.g. ŠAŠel 1979, 128.
273 tóth 2009, 172–176. 
274 tóth 2009, 176.
275 mócsy 1974, 339–351; soPronI 1985, 105–106; fItz 
2003, 208. Cp. várADy 1969, for the survival of the Pannonian limes 
(esp. 346–348), and its critique by, e.g., mócsy 1971b, 357–358. 
276 BónA 1984, 269; BónA 1991, 48–49.
277 tóth 2009, 189.
278 tóth 2009, 180–181.
279 heInrIch-tAmásKA–ProhászKA 2008, 151; 
 BIerBrAuer 2011, 137.
280 Meaning that they are more typical for the D1 period or, 
rather, of the D2 period, within their original relative cultural context: 
see teJrAl 1988, 267–295.
281 For a detailed discussion, see, e.g., KovrIg 1972, 118–
120. AnKe 1998, 52–54, argued for an association with the foederati, 
while not excluding the possibility of a later date; for similar argu-
ments, see, e.g., rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 122. teJrAl 2010, 108–109; 
teJrAl 2011, 346–349, opts for an early date; in contrast, BónA 1991, 
145, wholly excludes the possibility of an early date. 
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Thus, there is an ongoing debate about the last decades of Pannonia in archaeological and historical 
scholar ship. This is to some extent, although less notably, also reflected in the research of the Hungarian Plain. The 
belief that the seat of the Hunnic Empire was relocated to the Hungarian Plain in the mid-420s (sometimes specified 
as 424, 425 or 423–425) has dominated Hunnic studies for the past decades, principally in the wake of I. Bóna’s 
work.282 However, this is not the single credible narrative of historical events. An alternative narrative is current in 
international scholarship, which fits in more with the earlier view that has Pannonia evacuated and surrendered at 
an early date, in 409 – although it represents a relevant scenario on its own merit, without this strand.283 
A closer look at Bóna’s reasoning reveals that he had probably based his narrative on János Harmatta’s 
work.284 However, Harmatta had been much more circumspect than Bóna: in addition to highlighting the uncertain-
ties, he dated the relocation of the Hunnic power base to the mid-420s at the earliest.285 Previously, in accordance 
with A. Alföldi’s assumption about the early evacuation of Pannonia, Hungarian scholarship had opted for an earlier, 
early fifth-century date, and had emphasised that the occupation of the entire Hungarian Plain had been a long 
process, lasting several decades.286 This was reflected in András Mócsy’s arguments that Hunnic control over Pan-
nonia can be assumed from the 410s and that the foedus of 433 merely formalised an already existing state of af-
fairs.287 These more subtly nuanced views have virtually disappeared from Hungarian scholarship since the 1980s 
and even Pannonia studies quote solely Bóna’s works when referring to the Hunnic presence and activity on the 
Hungarian Plain.288 M. Párducz had challenged Bóna’s views until 1974, because his contention was that the exact 
date of when the Huns assumed control could not be precisely determined.289
The cornerstone of Bóna’s narrative, namely that the power base was relocated in 424/425, was based on 
the Hunnic contingent sent to support Aetius. The assumption that Valeria was handed over to Ruga in 424–425 in 
exchange for his military assistance played a prominent role in the reconstruction of the events on the Hungarian 
Plain.290 This supposition, first raised much earlier, was criticised by O. Maenchen-Helfen and Sándor Soproni too 
considered it no more than a simple conjecture.291 By this time, however, the date of 425 had become a conceptual 
peg for I. Bóna on which he hung the assessment of the Pannonian finds, among others the history of Intercisa, and 
which essentially determined studies on the fifth-century archaeological material of the Hungarian Plain.292 This 
was one of the main reasons that he dated the Hunnic cauldrons expressly after 425 and only on these grounds could 
he date the Soka cauldron, one of the northernmost exemplars, to after 425.293 That the date of 425–430 marked a 
turning point in the history of Pannonia was challenged from a “western frame of reference” by P. Tomka: “Bóna 
sieht die Dinge vom Standpunkt eines Valerianers.”294
In the light of the current stand of research on Pannonian events, we may contend that the date of the Hun-
nic occupation of the Hungarian Plain is as uncertain as that of Valeria, the only difference being that it merely 
282 BónA 1971, 267–268; BónA 1984, 267–269; BónA 
1986, 136; BónA 1988, 117; BónA 1991, 157; 212.
283 menghIn 2007, 36 (405/406); heAther 2009, 218–222 
and 629, Map 8 (“c. 410?”). Other scholars have not taken a definite 
stand, e.g. VárADy 1969, 264–266; KovrIg 1972, 118, notes 60–62; 
WolfrAm 1979, 311–317; soPronI 1985, 105.
284 Even though he does not explicitly quote Harmatta. 
tóth 2009, 174 apparently reached the same conclusion.
285 hArmAttA 1953, 8–9 (in Hungarian), and 107–108 (in 
French). Bóna too subscribed to this view (BónA 1965, 116: after 420, 
BónA 1971, 267–268: around 420), although in a study published in 
1968, he dated the Hunnic control over the Hungarian Plain to 410, 
which can be seen as the influence of the earlier historical narrative 
advocated by A. Alföldi (BónA 1968, 102). 
286 AlfölDI 19342, 42–43; váczy 1940, 75–81.
287 mócsy 1971, 351–352, mócsy 1974, 358. A similar 
view was put forward by thomPson 1948, 32, 62–63, who accepted 
the foedus of 433, but nonetheless suggested that a Hunnic presence 
in Pannonia – and thus on the Hungarian Plain too – could be assumed 
from the late fourth century. AltheIm 1962, 186–188, too dated the 
appearance of the Huns on the Hungarian Plain and in Pannonia to the 
close of the fourth century; at the same time, the idea that Valeria was 
surrendered to Ruga as a gift is also clearly present. These examples 
illustrate the impact of this moot point on archaeological research on 
the Hun period in Pannonia. Cp. tóth 2009, 174.
288 E.g. tóth 1989, 224; tóth 2009, 174–175.
289 PárDucz 1974, 194–198 and 188 (“Auch die Feststel-
lungen von B. über die Ungarische Tiefebene sind unbeweisbar. Die 
Verlegung des hunnischen Machtzentrums gegen 420 nach Ungarn 
wird von gar keiner schriftlichen Angabe unterstützt und selbst die 
archäologischen Angaben machen die Möglichkeit nur in sehr gerin-
gem Maße wahrscheinlich.”) Their ongoing debate on various other 
historical and archaeological issues of the fourth and fifth centuries 
between 1961 and 1974 ended with M. Párducz’s death in 1974. 
290 BónA 1991, 48–50.
291 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 89–90; soPronI 1985, 105, 
note 82. He cites a written communication from Bóna, making it obvi-
ous that he had nothing else at his disposal. Bóna first put forward this 
historical reconstruction in his 1991 work (see the previous note).
292 BónA 1987, 118; BónA 1991, 252–253, 264, 267. In ad-
dition to the “short Hunnic chronology” based on a (construed) histori-
cal basis, a “long Hunnic chronology” (ca. 380–455) too gained ground 
in Hungarian archaeological research. The two chronologies have been 
used simultaneously since the debate between Párducz and Bóna.
293 BónA 1991, 145, and 240.
294 tomKA 1996, 47–49 (the cited sentence is on p. 47).
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elicited fewer debates. Moreover, the occupation of the Hungarian Plain and the establishment of one of the empire’s 
major power bases did not necessarily coincide. Thus, the creation of the principal imperial seat can probably be 
equated with the second or third phase of the occupation, and the continuity of Ruga’s, then Bleda’s centre during 
Attila’s reign is merely assumed, but yet unproven.295 Thus, our scanty knowledge of the historical events is of 
limited value if used for dating the archaeological material, and it is wholly unsuitable for dating Hunnic cauldrons, 
most of which are stray finds. 
How, then, can we date the cauldrons? We must certainly consider the claims that the Pannonian cauldrons 
and their formal counterparts from the Hungarian Plain represent the end of the typological sequence, which points 
towards a late date. The other potential chronological anchor is accepting the assumption that the use and deposition 
of cauldrons in these regions can be specifically associated with the Hunnic Empire, rather than with broadly  eastern 
population groups, which similarly support a late date. Thus, their early dating to the close of the fourth century in 
the Carpathian Basin is causeless.296
QUESTIONS OF FUNCTION AND RITUAL DIMENSIONS
The cauldrons’ function is generally assumed to be associated with funerary sacrifices.297 In international 
scholarship, this assumed function is often blended with an interpretation invoking ritual activities linked to water. 
Categorically opposing views are rare,298 and sometimes neither a ritual, nor a profane use of cauldrons is ex-
cluded.299 An earlier supposition that the vessels served as funerary urns for the ashes of Hunnic cremation burials 
has been definitely rejected.300
Two main directions can be distinguished in the funerary sacrifice theory. The first does not take a definite 
stand regarding the duration of the cauldrons’ use, their owner, or who they were used by. The second clearly contends 
that they had been used during the presentation of sacrifices at the funeral of a Hun noble and that the burial associated 
with the cauldron should lie near the latter’s findspot.301 Given that I. Bóna assumed a similar function for the Hunnic 
sacrificial finds, the burial of a Hunnic noble would theoretically be made up of a burial, a cauldron and a sacrificial 
assemblage. This interpretation assumes a single use for cauldrons and indirectly implies that the cauldrons had been 
the property of Hunnic nobles.302 In sum, this theory regards cauldrons as a spatially extended grave good. 
I. Bóna thus believed that cauldrons could solely be linked to the funerary rite and in order to support this 
view, he cited forerunners which could be securely associated with burial rites.303 However, he also quoted pieces 
which he had excluded from the typological assessment and which are not all identified as Hunnic cauldrons in the 
eastern academic literature. This in itself calls for a re-assessment of this theory. 
295 To the best of my knowledge, only A. Alföldi assumed 
that Attila had shifted the earlier royal Hunnic seat farther north along 
the Tisza: AlfölDI 19342, 44–45.
296 E.g. KovrIg 1972, 120; BIerBrAuer 2015, 446.
297 BónA 1979, 301–302; BónA 1987, 118; BónA 1991, 
140; BónA 1991, 141; 189, 192. hArhoIu 1997, 133–134; Koch 1997, 
636; AnKe 1998, 51; Koch 2007b, 288–289; gomolKA-fuchs 2007, 
215; rAJtár–záBoJníK 2010, 121. fettIch 1940 and fettIch 1953, 
42 speaks about sacrificial cauldrons, but does not go into details re-
garding their specific function.
298 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 326 (“They were cooking 
vessels”). In Soviet scholarship, А. N. Bernstam assumed that caul-
drons had been used as cooking vessels (бернштам 1951, 201, quoted 
by нуДельман 1967, 308); for the reception of his work in Soviet 
research, see mAenchen-helfen 1973, 190–198; at the same time, 
this view is fairly widespread among Russian scholars (3аСецКая 
1994, 106).
299 Werner 1956, 60; GHA 1987, 156, érDy 1995, 7–8; 
Koch 1997, 636.
300 KovrIg 1972, 112–114; BónA 1991, 142–143.
301 E.g. BónA 1991, 143, 192; see also above.
302 This is expressed, e.g., by BónA 1979, 302: “Die teuren 
Kessel dürften nur bei dem Leichenmahl der vornehmen Hunnen gedi-
ent haben, auch dann zum letzten Mahl.” 
303 BónA 1991, 143–144.
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Precursors?
Irrespective of whether or not Hunnic cauldrons had developed under direct impacts from Inner Asia, most 
scholars agree that these vessels were the products of a similar cultural complex as their steppean forerunners. This 
is underpinned by the probable similarities in their manufacturing technique and the shared decorative motifs such 
as mushroom-shaped ornaments, whose affinity with the cauldrons of the Scythian–Sarmatian period is generally 
accepted.304 Russian research has argued that this affinity should be conceptualised as a set of shared cultural traits, 
from which communities using the so-called nomadic cauldrons drew their inspiration for many centuries, despite 
the apparent regional and chronological distances between them.305 If the question of function is viewed objectively 
in the study of nomadic cauldrons, several similarities can be noted.
One of the distinctive traits of Hunnic cauldrons is that each piece is a unique product; other features noted 
by scholarship include the frequent signs of repair306 alongside traces of burning on their surface307 and their deli b-
erate damaging or fragmentation during their deposition.308 These are typical traits of earlier nomadic cauldrons too. 
The traces visible on the vessels are highly similar, even though they were recovered from different archaeological 
contexts, usually from burials.309 In the case of Scythian–Sarmatian cauldrons, these traces are in part interpreted 
as the marks of a distinctive manufacturing process (similarly to Hunnic cauldrons) and in part as a sign that caul-
drons were prized possessions used for as long as possible and that they were principally used for preparing food 
(unlike Hunnic cauldrons).310 
The intentional damaging or fragmentation of cauldrons was earlier already linked to the Sarmatian–Alanic 
world and likened to the well-known and thoroughly researched practice of breaking mirrors. However, I. Bóna 
rejected this parallel and argued that the deliberate damage inflicted on cauldrons was a Chinese and Inner Asian 
custom.311 He argued that the sooty-ashy traces of burning on the intact cauldrons, which are usually regarded as 
use-wear marks on the eastern cauldrons, were caused by the sacrificial pyre.312
Another commonplace in archaeological scholarship is that Hunnic cauldrons were much larger than their 
Scythian–Sarmatian predecessors and that they therefore had a different function.313 However, this contention can-
not be substantiated because similarly to their form, the size of earlier nomadic cauldrons varied considerably. The 
volume of some Sarmatian cauldrons, for example, exceeds by far the volume of the Törtel cauldron.314 
In the light of the above-cited analogies, the role of cauldrons in earlier nomadic cultures can hardly be 
neglected, even more so, since the rock carvings depicting cauldrons of the Yenissei regions are regularly cited in the 
assessment of Hunnic cauldrons too,315 despite the uncertainties in the dating of these petroglyphs and the fact that 
the depicted cauldron types were current on the steppe since the Scythian period.316 These rock carvings are usually 
304 Werner 1956, 59; KovrIg 1972, 100; mAenchen-
helfen 1973, 331. BónA 1991, 146, too accepts this affinity, although 
he stresses their “Asian” connections.
305 боталов 2009, 230.
306 батчаев 1984, 257–258; hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 
100; AnKe 1998, 51. 
307 rómer 1870a, 292 (Törtel); нуДельман 1967, 306 
(Şestaci); KovrIg 1972, 97 (Várpalota); Attila 2007, 114 (Razová). 
 KovrIg 1972, 112–113, notes that traces of burning can only be found on 
their exterior, an argument conceived for rejecting their use as funerary 
urns. For example, ash was found on the exterior of the Ioneşti cauldron, 
but the base interior was covered with a thick layer of slag (hArhoIu– 
DIAconescu 1984, 99). According to the description of the Benešov caul-
dron, its exterior was strongly damaged, while its interior was smoother. 
Among the early publications, KArger 1940, 113, does not take a stand 
on whether this can be attributed to a casting fault or to secondary burn-
ing, while rAschKe 1940, 115, claimed that the cauldron’s condition 
could be explained by the strong burning of the vessel’s exterior.
308 rómer 1870a, 291; cp. also hArhoIu–DIAconescu 
1984, 100.
309 Aside from burials, cauldrons and cauldron fragments 
have also been recovered from hoards and the fill of kurgans, and, 
similarly to Hunnic cauldrons, they have been discovered as stray 
finds (боКовенКо 1978, 228; Bârcă 2006, 164–167).
310 боКовенКо 1978, 234–235; КоСяненКо–Флёров 
1978, 200–201; Bârcă 2006, 167.
311 BónA 1991, 143. The dissociation of the custom of in-
tentional damage from the steppean tradition is wholly groundless: cp. 
Koch 1997, 643, note 29.
312 BónA 1991, 141.
313 E.g. BónA 1979, 301.
314 O. Maenchen-Helfen specifically pointed out that Hun-
nic cauldrons were considerably smaller than the Scythian ones 
( mAenchen-helfen 1973, 326). For the main types of Sarmatian caul-
drons and their sizes, see боКовенКо 1978, 229–233. To quote but a 
few more recently found Sarmatian cauldrons: the piece from Verkh-
niy Eruslan has a height of 54.5 cm with handles and 45 cm without 
handles, and a rim diameter of 42 cm (Kurgan 1, Burial 5: ЮДИн 1997; 
ДемИДенКо 2010); the height of a cauldron found during the 2013 
excavation of a Sarmatian kurgan at Filippovka is 95 cm, its diameter 
is 100 cm (Filippovka 1, Burial Mound 1: yABlonsKy 2015).
315 For their distribution and detailed description, see érDy 
1995, 61, Figs 4 and 27–31; for the previous literature, see BónA 
1991, 221; Koch 1997, 642, note 18.
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cited in discussions of the cauldrons’ function.317 The carvings can be seen as portraying the ritual use of the vessels, 
although, in Gyula László’s words, they hardly exclude a funerary context318 – but then, neither do they confirm an 
interpretation along these lines because they could equally well commemorate a community rite or feast.319 
Similarly to the rock carvings, cited as visual documents, we could equally well quote Herodotus’ ac-
count320 of Scythian customs, including a narrative on the Scythians’ sacrificial rites, during which they cooked the 
meat of the sacrificial beasts in huge cauldrons (if the community possessed one). According to Herodotus, the 
custom of presenting sacrifices to various deities and the ancestors was quite widespread among the Scythians.321 
He then goes on to describe the special sacrifice made to Ares, involving the veneration of a sword,322 which has an 
obvious relevance for the Hun period (for the Huns and Alans), even if it is no more than a topos commonly used 
by the historians of Antiquity.323 However, cauldrons are not expressly mentioned in relation to funerary customs in 
these sources. A poem by Claudius Marius Victor, a fifth-century rhetorician living in Marseilles, mentioning that 
the religion of the Alans involved the presentation of sacrifices to the ancestors, can be broadly associated with a 
general cult of the dead.324 Sacrificial customs expressly associated with the funerary rite are only found in Jordanes’ 
narrative on Attila’s funeral – there can be no doubt that the theory on funerary sacrifices was largely based in this 
passage. However, we know virtually nothing about the community rite enacted on the burial or memorial mound 
erected over the grave of the deceased king or in his memory (stravam super tumulum eius).325 Moreover, the very 
reliability of the description can be challenged, as can the extent to which the custom itself can be generalised.326
Finally, it should be noted that Z. Takács assumed that the Asian rock carvings depicted rites involving 
bloody animal sacrifices, a contention essentially based on Chinese sources and analogies.327 This theory, which 
I am not competent enough to judge, highlights the fact that there are no direct logical links between the individual 
elements of the traditional interpretation (an Inner Asian origin and funerary sacrifices).
Parallels?
Given the differing contexts of the complete cauldrons – separately deposited vessels or grave goods – an-
other point must also be discussed. To date, O. Maenchen-Helfen is the only scholar who suggested that cast caul-
drons were not the only vessels that had probably been used for special purposes and that vessels of different cultural 
origin and representing various workshop traditions had probably had similar functions – likewise, cauldrons may 
have had several functions too.328 Viewed from this perspective, it is more understandable why Hunnic cauldrons 
had been deposited in burials in regions where metal cauldrons had been deposited as grave goods during earlier 
periods too,329 and where metal cauldrons representing other technical and formal variants also occur in the grave 
inventories.
It seems likely that the large sheet metal or cast bronze buckets and situlas recovered from late Roman- and 
early Migration-period burials on the Eastern European steppe and the Caucasian foreland can be regarded as 
functional analogies to the cast nomadic cauldrons.330 The finds from the cemetery at Khabaz yielded not merely a 
Hunnic cauldron, but also two other bronze vessels of differing sizes.331 A bronze bucket was found together with 
316 As noted, e.g., by BónA 1991, 142 and Koch 1997, 636; 
Koch 2007b, 288–289. 
317 Werner 1956, 57, 60; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 326–
327; BónA 1979, 302; BónA 1991, 141–142; AnKe 1998, 51. For fur-
ther depictions, see WosInsKy 1896, 992; fettIch 1953, XXVI/16–24; 
tAKács 1955, Abb. 33; lászló 1974, 38, 13a–c.
318 lászló 1974, 39–40.
319 Cp. MAenchen-helfen 1973, 326–327.
320 E.g. by hAmPel 1893, 398.
321 Herodotus IV, 60–61.
322 Herodotus IV, 62.
323 Ammianus 31, 2, 23, Iordanes 35, 183; Priscus fr. 12.
324 Claudius Marius Victor, 189–200, cited by BAchrAch 
1973, 31–32.
325 Iordanes 258.
326 tomKA 2007, 253–254.
327 tAKács 1925, 212.
328 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 323.
329 For the distribution of late Sarmatian cauldrons, see 
боталов 2009, 232, Fig. 59. 
330 амброЗ 1989, 36, Figs 9–10, for the pieces from the 
northern Caucasus; for an overview, see 3аСецКая 1994, 108–109; 
sImonenKo 2007, 18. Most Central European scholars regard the 
deposition of this cauldron type in burials in the Danube region as a 
general Alanic–Sarmatian influence, cp. teJrAl 2011, 101; teJrAl 
2012, 319, and BónA 1991, 183.
331 батчаев 1984, Fig. 1, 17, 20.
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the Hunnic cauldron, both in a strongly damaged condition, in the earth of the Malai kurgan.332 The bronze vessel 
of the Hun-period sacrificial assemblage from Makartet, which was earlier regarded as possibly being a cast cauld-
ron, can be assigned to the same group.333 As it turned out, however, the vessel was a hammered sheet metal caul-
dron in a damaged condition, as reported in the full publication of the assemblage.334 The fluid boundary between 
types, functions and depositional practices is underpinned by the fact that another smaller metal vessel was found 
alongside the Hunnic cauldron at Jędrzychowice335 and Şestaci.336 A detailed study of the volume of the various 
vessels found in burials and in deposited assemblages would no doubt contribute to a better understanding of the 
vessels’ functions.
The cauldron from the Malai kurgan is the single piece that can probably be dated to well after the Hun 
period. The cauldron was recovered from a unique context among the Hunnic cauldrons. The burial rite reflected a 
blend of Sarmatian and Eastern European Hunnic traits as well as features of the Shivashovka horizon. At the same 
time, there are no truly good analogies to the burial practices reflected by the finds recovered from the kurgan’s 
earth and the ditch enclosing it (horse and cattle remains, clay pottery, smaller metal artefacts and the fragments of 
two cauldrons).337 The horse bones and skulls, the pottery and the cauldrons as well as the circular ditch enclosing 
the kurgan can perhaps be likened to the funerary rite of middle and late Sarmatian tumuli. In addition to the burnt 
layers in the earth of the tumuli and the ditches enclosing them, the animal bones and a larger amount of smashed 
pottery and amphora finds, the more lavishly outfitted burials contained also Roman bronze vessels, silver vessels, 
silver harness ornaments, nomadic bronze cauldrons and their fragments.338 According to one interpretation, these 
could be the remains of a funerary feast or the remnants of periodically enacted rituals – the two cannot be clearly 
separated and there is perhaps little sense in doing so. 
The continuity of this Sarmatian-period rite is uncertain and calls for further studies. What seems certain 
is that the Hunnic cauldrons deposited in burials echo the earlier burial customs and rites of the broader region. 
These traditions have only been documented in the Kuban region, the Caucasus and the southern Ural region, i.e. 
in the earlier Sarmatian–Alanic territories, and it is therefore hardly mere chance that Hunnic cauldrons have not 
been found in expressly funerary contexts west of these regions.
There are two curious western finds in this respect. The first is the Törtel cauldron, which similarly to the 
exemplar from Malai, was most likely found on what was probably a prehistoric kurgan. The other is the more ar-
chaic Jędrzychowice cauldron, which probably comes from a sacrificial assemblage rather than a burial.339 In addi-
tion to the sacrificial assemblages known from the Central European territory of the Hunnic Empire, the Katzelsdorf 
hoard found a few years ago can also be assigned to this category.340 As far as I know, neither Hun-period assem-
blage can be associated with a burial, and thus these finds parallel Hunnic cauldrons in terms of their contexts.
It is disputable to what extent the above-cited analogies, far removed in space and time, are relevant for 
Hunnic cauldrons and whether they can be used as direct parallels. Still, they represent the closest parallels to the 
archaeological material. The similarities are supported by their condition (traces of burning, intentional damage, 
fragmentation) and the only difference is one of archaeological context. However, this does not necessarily imply 
a complete change in their function. The distribution of cast cauldrons indicates that the change of context can be 
noted in the regions of the Hunnic Empire lying west of the Volga–Don region.
Quite typically, stray finds of cauldrons are generally assumed to have had some ritual role, while the 
pieces recovered from burials and the fragments found in Roman forts are believed to have been put to profane uses.
332 For a detailed discussion of the type, see лИмберИС–
марченКо 2011, 432.
333 BónA 1991, 140, 189; AnKe 1998, 51, and Teil 2, 82–
83. BónA 1979, 301, probably referred to the same piece, specifying 
its findspot as Zovtnev Velikotomač, cp. AnKe op. cit.
334 Комар 2013.
335 KrAuse 1904, 47; cp. also hAmPel 1905, Fig. 3, 13.
336 In the case of the second vessel from Şestaci, it was 
suggested that it had perhaps been the foot of a second bronze caul-
dron or that it was a Roman vessel. The steep-sided vessel found in-
side the cauldron had been crafted from 1 mm thick sheet copper. Its 
possible function as a cauldron foot can be rejected and, moreover, its 
form is uncommon among metal vessels. The vessel wore thin and 
was repaired, and became deformed in Antiquity. Its side is burnt, 
similarly to the cauldron, and it was therefore interpreted as a cooking 
vessel. нуДельман 1967, 306–307, ris. 2; quoted, e.g., by KovrIg 
1972, 114.
337 лИмберИС–марченКо 2011, 437–438.
338 КоСяненКо–Флёров 1978, 197, 203; Bârcă– 
symonenKo 2009, 107–108, 213. 
339 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 327–329; rAJtár–záBoJníK 
2010, 121; teJrAl 2011, 332, 350–351. It was interpreted as a grave 
find by Koch 1997, 641, note 12; AnKe 1998, 51.
340 müller–novotny 2014.
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It has been mentioned in the above that the fragments brought to light in Roman forts have also been re-
garded as scrap metal, an interpretation proposed for explaining why cauldrons had been deliberately broken into 
smaller pieces as at Celamantia and Sucidava. Several eastern cauldrons have since been found in a similar condi-
tion, broken into small fragments. Among these, the most important are the ones that could be wholly or partially 
refitted from the fragments (Perevolotchna, Samara, Tsimlyansk, Malai). In these cases, their preparation for re-
melting and then burying the pieces seems unlikely. It seems more probable that this fragmentation merely repre-
sents another form of deliberate damage to cauldrons – some pieces are brought to light “slashed apart” (for 
example, the exemplars from Törtel, Várpalota, Rádpuszta and Ioneşti). 
Several stray finds of small cauldron fragments from various barbarian contexts are now known as a result 
of metal detecting activities (Lichnov, Ócsa, Sudiţi and the three fragments from Buzhor), for which a variety of 
explanations can be offered: it is possible that the burial of the fragments was not part of the rite, only the fragmen-
tation and the intentional damage; another possibility is that only part of the vessels was deposited, and neither can 
secondary effects on the vessels be excluded. Whichever the case, these finds demonstrate that the material from 
the Roman forts can hardly be divorced from the overall assessment of cauldrons. Deliberate fragmentation as a 
ritual activity may also have been practiced in Roman forts.341
In the light of the above-cited parallels and analogies, the separation of the ritual and profane role seems 
unwarranted.342 All we can presume is that the vessels were material expressions of cultural memory.343 It also 
seems likely that cauldrons played a prominent role in community rituals, a function repeatedly suggested in view 
of their large volume, although, curiously enough, western scholarship favours their use in preparing intoxicating 
or narcotic beverages, while Russian research, in contrast, the preparation of food.344 It remains uncertain in which 
societies they assumed a role in funerary rituals. The stray finds are hardly suitable for resolving this issue. For 
example, O. Maenchen-Helfen assumed that cauldrons are lacking from among grave goods because they were 
owned not by individuals, but by a larger group.345 Thus, their direct association with high-ranking individuals 
remains uncertain. 
Among the counter-arguments to the use of cauldrons for preparing meals – whether as part of a ritual or 
not – the perhaps weightiest is the contention that other vessels would also have been suited to this purpose.346 One 
useful approach in this case is that similarly to ceramic utensils, metal vessels probably played a role as mediums 
of communicating identity. We know from archaeological anthropology studies that pottery styles could also express 
a wide range of messages.347 A similar contention, proposed earlier, is that the more or less uniform appearance of 
cauldrons can perhaps be explained by their role in community rituals, which left little space for individual forms 
and decorative patterns.348
Thus, it seems unlikely that these vessels had been made for a single funerary sacrifice. The deliberate 
damage to the cauldrons rather suggests that the vessels – at least the intact pieces – are generally found in the loca-
tion where they were ritually put out of use. Whether this location is identical with the scene of the ritual activity349 
and whether the latter can be linked to funerary rites can hardly be determined – what seems certain is that their 
deposition represented the last act of the rite.
The examination of the Ócsa cauldron indicated that it had been exposed to high temperatures for a longer 
time (see the Appendix for the detailed results of the SEM EDS analysis). This wholly new observation in the research 
on cauldrons supports arguments that the cauldrons had been used for various purposes prior to their deposition. 
341 Cp. BIerBrAuer 2015, 446.
342 Cp. Werner 1956, 57; mAenchen-helfen 1973, 
326–327.
343 As defined by AssmAnn 2011, 15–33.
344 See above. Cp. бернштам 1951, 201; rómer 1870a, 
292, who in his publication of the Törtel cauldron suggested that it had 
been used as a liquid container or mixing vessel in view of its form. 
Cp. Werner 1956, 60, who raised the possibility that cauldrons had 
perhaps served for the preparation of alcoholic beverages (camum, cp. 
Priscus fr. 11), a view also regarded as plausible by Franz Altheim 
(AltheIm–hAussIg 1958, 51). 
345 mAenchen-helfen 1973, 327.
346 KovrIg 1972, 114. 
347 rIce 1987, 266–269. Cp. BlInKhorn–BroWn 2015, cit-
ing Anglo-Saxon examples, and JervIs 2015, discussing various levels 
of identity.
348 AnKe 1998, 50.
349 As assumed by mAenchen-helfen 1973, 327.
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Iconology?
The iconological aspect of cauldrons must also be briefly addressed. This practically means the interpreta-
tion of the mushroom-shaped handles, the “crown”. Three interpretations have been advanced so far: the so-called 
pseudo-brooch theory,350 the contention that the handle represents a crown and thus a symbol of power,351 and that 
it is a stylised version of the Tree of Life.352
In fact, the three separate interpretations are closely intertwined. It has been repeatedly noted that the 
decorative element “crowning” Hunnic cauldrons bears a striking resemblance to the diadems of the Hun period.353 
Given that the decorative motifs of the gold diadems of the Sarmatian–Alanic period, regarded as the precursors of 
Hunnic diadems, also include tree motifs,354 the “Tree of Life” can hardly be separated from the “crown” because 
the two motifs blend in the iconography of diadems.355 Earlier scholarship, especially in Hungary, did not particu-
larly emphasise this aspect because the Tree of Life motif was believed to have a shamanistic relevance.356
The idea that cauldrons were “crowned” was first proposed by Gy. László.357 However, as I. Bóna demon-
strated, at the time this theory was conceived, László regarded cauldrons as funerary urns and he therefore sought 
analogies to the anthropomorphisation of cauldrons among funerary vessels.358 This supposition can no longer be 
accepted because its springboard has been disproven. Still, it might be instructive to revisit this contention from 
other aspects.359
From the very beginning of research on cauldrons, the obvious resemblance between the handle motifs and 
the semi-circular head of large plate brooches was noted.360 However, this simple depiction could only be 
convincing ly labelled a pseudo-brooch motif if, similarly to the depictions on cauldrons and diadems, the brooches 
were worn with the semi-circular head pointing upward. In contrast to Flóris Rómer, who first suggested this anal-
ogy, we now know that these brooches were worn in the exact opposite manner, and thus the cognitive background 
is much more uncertain.361
Still, the use of all three artefact types (cauldrons, diadems and plate brooches with semi-circular head) 
can be linked to the Hunnic movement, and while cauldrons and diadems later disappeared, brooches remained in 
use, although their form changed after the Hun period. Thus, the assumption that the widespread appearance of the 
motif can be attributed to a shared ideological background (the expression of an imperial identity, for example) 
seems acceptable. This issue can only be resolved by a detailed study of the Hellenistic and late antique precursors 
of insignia.362
Cauldron handles were unsuitable for suspending the vessels for a longer time, and their form too belies 
this usage, as does the lack of use-wear marks indicating suspension.363 At the same time, the suggestion that the 
handles were useful for removing the cauldrons from fire seems acceptable.364 While this functional explanation 
assumes the active use of cauldrons, it does not exclude the more abstract meaning of handles.
350 The similarity was already noted by rómer 1870a, 292. 
The Pseudofibelbedeutung theory was later elaborated by Nándor 
 Fettich (fettIch 1940, 247–248; fettIch 1953, 40–42).
351 E.g. Werner 1956, 57; hArhoIu 1997, 133.
352 E.g. KovrIg 1972, 110, and BónA 1991, 146, 3аСецКая 
1994, 106, after Kovrig.
353 E.g. Werner 1956, 59; hArhoIu 1997, 133; AnKe 
1998, 36.
354 E.g. AnKe 1998, 32–33; IstvánovIts–Kulcsár 1997, 
157–158; ProKhorovA 2001, 222–223 (Kat. 239). 
355 A point noted by Werner, although from another aspect 
(Werner 1956, 69–74). For a critique, see AltheIm–hAussIg 1958, 
53–56.
356 E.g. KovrIg 1972, 110.
357 lászló 1974, 38–40. The interpretation as a shaman’s 
crown was already challenged by fettIch 1953, 42, note 47. 
358 BónA 1971, 269.
359 Gy. László merely noted the anthropomorphic depic-
tions of Scythian cauldrons, but did not discuss other figural art 
(lászló 1974, 40). These are now generally associated with sacrificial 
rituals and an intermediatory role is ascribed to them (КоСяненКо–
Флёров 1978, 203–204; боКовенКо 1978, 232; Bârcă 2012, 194; 
Курчатов–тельнов 2010), and the possible relation with Chinese 
ceremonial bronze vessels has been suggested in the case of certain 
special vessels (СКрИпКИн 2000).
360 This was one of Rómer’s arguments for dating the Tör-
tel cauldron to the Migration period (rómer 1870a, 292) and likening 
it to the piece from Jędrzychowice, even though the associated finds 
were not known at the time (rómer 1870b). 
361 The variant of this idea proposed by N. Fettich was re-
futed by KovrIg 1972, 108–110.
362 Along roughly the same lines as proposed by Franz 
 Altheim in relation to diadems: AltheIm–hAussIg 1958, 53–54, cp. 
 KovrIg 1985, 132–137; DAmm 1988, 105–107; AnKe 1998, 36. 
363 Werner 1956, 60; KovrIg 1972, 112.
364 Cp. mAenchen-helfen 1973, 326, who also suggested 
that hooks had perhaps been used for this purpose too, as depicted on 
the rock carving of Pisannaya Gora. For the depiction, see ibid. Fig. 
52. This view is echoed, e.g., by реДіна–роСохацьКИй 1994, 153.
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SOCIAL ORGANISATION OF THE HUNNIC EMPIRE
The contextualisation of Hunnic cauldrons, the reconstructions of their function and their dating are closely 
allied to the views on the organisation of the Hunnic Empire, even if these notions are rarely discussed in detail. 
The separation of the archaeological material according to the different population groups living in the Hunnic 
Empire, the possibilities of ethnic attribution and the relations between Romans and barbarians are all continuously 
debated issues. Cauldrons represent virtually the single artefact type that is generally associated with the Huns,365 
their findspots are generally associated with Hunnic power bases and their discovery is generally expected in the 
Hunnic Empire’s central regions.366
Underlying these ideas is the presumption according to which the “Asian Huns” were concentrated in the 
Hunnic Empire’s central regions, while the “vassal” peoples and population groups lived around them. An entirely 
different social theory played a prominent role in earlier archaeological research, which assumed that the small, 
mobile, Hunnic military groups were essentially scattered across the empire’s entire territory. It is possible that the 
greater acceptance of this model would have paved the way for the interpretation of the archaeological material 
along other lines in the later twentieth century.367
Theories on the social organisation of the Hunnic Empire in Hungarian scholarship
The theory of the “ring of vassal peoples”, contrasting sharply with the previous theory, represented a new 
historical-archaeological narrative that was formulated in the late 1940s and the 1950s in opposition to the research 
attitudes of the pre-war period.368 One important element of the theory from an archaeological perspective was that 
only lavishly outfitted Hunnic burials and the poorer graves of slaves and of freemen cast into personal dependence 
could be expected on the settlement territory of the slave-holding Huns. The subjected peoples had their own inde-
pendent political and social organisations, implying that they had their own settlement territories and that their ar-
chaeological material could be identified. The Hun-period archaeological material was thus used for illustrating the 
crisis of gentile society, the disintegration of clan society and the emergence of military democracy. This theory 
fitted in neatly with the new cultural policy, which explicitly encouraged ethnic archaeology and historic approaches 
in the study of the Migration period.369 
In later decades, the ideology underlying the theory faded and the narrative assumed a life of its own. This 
can in part be attributed to the fact that more recent comprehensive overviews were generally intended for the 
broader public370 and thus it is more difficult to assess the broader impact of the theory and to deconstruct it. At the 
same time, Hungarian texts on the social organisation of the Hunnic Empire reflected the ideological influence of 
the 1950s for many decades and this also had an immense impact on the interpretation of the archaeological mate-
365 E.g. Koch 1997, 637; heAther 2009, 229; BIerBrAuer 
2015, 445–446.
366 See the relevant section above. Moreover, efforts to 
identify the “eastern nomadic heritage” in the Danube region is one of 
the major concerns in archaeological scholarship: see, e.g., BónA 
1991, Abb. 69 (Kartenbeilage); teJrAl 2010, teJrAl 2011, 330–346, 
Abb. 228, 280.
367 For the so-called “Kosakenteorie”, see AlfölDI 1932, 
35–36; for its critique, see BónA 1971, 266–267; for a similar social 
theory, see Bury 1923, 100–103; váczy 1940, 97–110; cp. heAther 
2009, 214–217. This was most eloquently expressed by váczy 1940, 
101–102: “the peoples retained their independence in the empire. 
They did not assimilate to each other, but adhered to one another as 
grains of sand.” Similarly to the issue of the relocation of the power 
base, there is an “invisible” research direction, which does not take a 
definite stand on this matter, e.g. WolfrAm 1979, 309–317, who ac-
cepts that virtually nothing is known about the fate and the settlement 
territory of the Ostrogoths and other Germanic groups under Hunnic 
overlordship between 375/376 and 451.
368 Most clearly by lászló 1951; hArmAttA 1951; 
 hArmAttA 1951b, 99–100; hArmAttA 1953, 108–109.
369 This new theory ensured the legitimacy of archaeologi-
cal research and thus resulted in several major studies. J. Harmatta’s 
cited forewords are an excellent example: these legitimised, in terms 
of social theory, the studies by N. Fettich, who had been stripped of 
his membership in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences by this time 
– Fettich’s archaeological studies were written with an art historical 
perspective that was deemed undesirable by the period’s cultural 
policy. This is one of the reasons that the detailed investigation of the 
archaeology of the Hunnic period’s elite flourished in the very years 
in Hungary during which the emphasis was on the commoners in the 
research of other period (e.g. the Middle Ages). This paradigm shift 
and its impact on scholarship has not been explored in detail. For the 
Engelsian roots of Soviet social theory, its main directions and its 
critique – including Harmatta’s work – see mAenchen-helfen 1973, 
190–198.
370 For one of the first critiques of the comprehensive theo-
ries disseminated as part of public education, see PárDucz 1974, 188.
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rial.371 This is the main reason that of the lavish Hun-period assemblages from Hungary, only the Nagyszéksós 
Treasure from the central region of the Hungarian Plain and the Szikáncs gold hoard were previously regarded as 
relics of the Huns.372 The Hunnic cauldrons from Pannonia were simply “omitted” from this social narrative.
In Hungary, studies offering a different, more complex reconstruction were written by the older generation 
of scholars, but these never took root in the academic literature of the later twentieth century.373 In more recent 
historical studies, the social reconstruction by Peter Heather, for example, reflects an approach untouched by the 
Marxist view of history. In his narrative, the last grand period of the Hunnic Empire was characterised by a lack of 
powerful leaders exactly because of the need to the keep the empire together. This is supported not only by the writ-
ten sources, but also by the long turmoil following Attila’s death.374
Similarly as in a host of other issues, I. Bóna’s late monograph is a mix of different narratives, which es-
sentially reflect the different phases of a scholarly attitude and its successive changes. The broad outlines of a new 
picture emerged slowly and indicated that the Hun-period finds and assemblages from Hungary show a concentra-
tion not in the central region of the Hungarian Plain, but in Pannonia and in the fringe territories such as the Upper 
Tisza region. Bóna emphasised that this can be explained by the empire’s military organisation and he directly as-
sociated Hunnic cauldrons with this theory.375 The Militärzone or Hunnenschild theory in itself indicates that the 
earlier theory was no longer tenable and he linked the lavish finds and the cauldrons to the empire’s aristocracy and 
their armed retinues. At the same time, the historical-ethnic approach and the belief that peoples could be identified 
and separated based on the archaeological record is reflected in his view that the Pannonian Hunnenschild was 
exclusively made up of eastern, non-Germanic population groups.376 
New avenues in interpretation
Restricting the issue of social aspects to cauldrons, we may say that the finds do not conclusively indicate 
that these artefacts can be exclusively linked to the uppermost layers of society and, in any case, being mostly stray 
finds, they are unsuitable for any conclusions in this respect. As we have seen, neither is this assumption supported 
by their possible function because their archaeological parallels tend to support a broader role in community rituals 
rather than one in the funerary rites of the social elite. 
It was earlier noted that cauldrons appear to show a concentration on the empire’s western fringes, on 
Roman soil, and not in the central settlement area of the Barbaricum in the Carpathian Basin. Neither does the 
distribution of cauldrons coincide with the assumed Hunnic power bases in Wallachia, in the Lower Danubian re-
gion, where – in contrast to Pannonia – the border was linear. The cauldrons cannot be squeezed within narrow 
chronological boundaries and their typological analysis too suggests that there were direct contacts between the 
various regions of their distribution up to the very end of their formal development. This would imply that the 
371 See BónA 1965, 116–117, for the subjugated population 
of the Hungarian Plain; BónA 1968, 113–115, for an open critique of 
the earlier theory and the centralism of the Hunnic Empire, which in 
his interpretation meant a concentration of military power in the em-
pire’s strategic centre; BónA 1971, 268–269 (“Völkerring aus Vasal-
len”); BónA 1984, 266, 285–287; BónA 1987, 117–118. Obviously, 
these views were not restricted to Hungarian scholarship (e.g. mItreA 
1961, 555–556), but a discussion of this issue would exceed the scope 
of this study.
372 E.g. by hArmAttA 1953, and, after him, BónA 1968; 
BónA 1971, 268–269. Later, this theory was no longer promoted, al-
though without openly challenging the ideological background. BónA 
1979, 302, noted that he had earlier subscribed to this view, but this 
was no longer the case – cp. BónA 1991, 224, mentioning only Har-
matta in this respect.
373 Cp. PárDucz 1959, 384–385, whose reconstruction of 
the social organisation in the heartland of the Hunnic Empire based on 
the archaeological material was as follows: “aristokratische Schicht” 
– “Sippenhauptlinge?” – “Krieger” – “Handwerker” – “die Urbe-
völkerung, die Knechte und Kriegsgefangene”. Cp. ibid. 309–310, for 
a discussion of the research findings of László and Harmatta, and for 
the need to study the broader population groups. csAllány 1961, 
335–345, took Párducz’s assessment as his starting point for the Hun-
garian Plain in the fifth–sixth centuries, and reckoned with a sizeable 
commoner population during the Hun period. For its reception in Hun-
gary, see BónA 1963. On the historians’ side, váczy 1940, 104–105, 
too rejected the dispersal of the subjugated peoples and the transfor-
mation of their society in the Hunnic Empire.
374 heAther 2009, 221–238, esp. 233–235.
375 BónA 1991, 201, 264 and 144: “alle übrigen im 
Karpaten becken gefundenen Kupferkessel aus der das hunnische 
Zent rum verteidigenden pannonischen Militärzone, wo auch die 
Mehrzahl der hunnischen Funde zum Vorschein kam.” For the early 
formulation of this theory, cp. BónA 1979, 315 (“Verteidigungsgür-
tel” and “Oberkommando der Verteidigung”).
376 BónA 1991, 201.
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cauldrons concentrated in the empire’s western and southern frontier zones are an indication of the broader com-
munities that emerged on the Hunnic Empire’s border.377
We have no reason to doubt that the cauldrons can be associated with the ritual traditions, perhaps includ-
ing funerary rites, of communities of eastern ancestry. However, other plausible explanations should be sought aside 
from an ethnic one. Modern archaeological scholarship has repeatedly demonstrated that most of the period’s arte-
fact types cannot be linked to a specific ethnic group only. Why would cauldrons be an exception?
An artefact type that can be seen as a cultural hallmark378 distributed across such an extensive area, which 
disappeared without a trace after a brief floruit,379 in itself evokes the associations of an emblem of the empire. Ir-
respective of the ritual activities that can be possibly associated with them, cauldrons undoubtedly strengthened 
cohesion among the individuals who participated in these manifestations of cultural memory. It seems quite reason-
able that in society geared to military offensives, the artefacts embodying the empire’s cohesion show a concentra-
tion in the frontier zones and in smaller oft-frequented regions, resembling in this respect the Roman limes, along 
which entirely different elements of material culture play a prominent role than on the settlements of the civilian 
population.380 
The assessment of the Pannonian material from this aspect is extremely difficult, given that the region was 
a frequented frontier zone not only of the Hunnic, but also of the Roman Empire during a few successive decades.381 
Cauldrons and other sacrificial assemblages made up of splendid precious metal artefacts provide the clearest evi-
dence of the various forms of social display on the Roman and the Hunnic side of the imperial border.382
Accepting an interpretation as an expression of “imperial identity” also means that the Germanic com-
munities of the Hunnic Empire cannot be excluded from among the users of cauldrons, even if the evidence suggests 
that the beliefs associated with cauldrons do not originate from the Germanic world.383 Cauldrons cannot be identi-
fied as “non-Germanic” (i.e. as “reiternomadisch–hunnisch”) artefacts just like the ethnic attribution and interpre-
tation of the assemblages regarded as the heritage of Germanic peoples should be left open during the Hun period. 
In the light of the fierce debates over the Roman–barbarian bipolarity during the past decades, we may say that the 
Germanic–non-Germanic “barbarian dichotomy” so deeply rooted in European scholarship would also merit a 
broader discussion. Still, we have no reason to assume that there was no Hunnic or a broader imperial identity dur-
ing this period. On the contrary: on the testimony of the written sources, the social fabric of the rapidly transforming 
Hunnic Empire involved the emergence of new group identities,384 which, however, were not necessarily reflected 
in the material culture, although we may expect their reflection in the archaeological material in exceptional cases. 
Hunnic cauldrons appear to represent one such exceptional case.
377 For late antique military frontier societies, see, e.g., 
sArtI 2015; for their material culture, see coulston 2013.
378 BónA 1979, 303; cited by hArhoIu–DIAconescu 1984, 
100.
379 “Das plötzliche Verschwinden […] ist ein nur schwer 
erklärbares Phänomen.” AnKe 1998, 55. Moreover, we cannot simply 
assume that cauldrons disappeared from the archaeological record 
merely owing to a change in practiced rites because the disappearance 
of Hunnic cauldrons also marked the end of the millennia-old technol-
ogy of casting bronze vessels on the Eurasian steppe (Werner 1956, 
60; BálInt 2010, 217–247).
380 hoDDer 1974, 355; von hesBerg 1999. In the case of 
the Roman Empire, quite obviously, the different demands and distri-
bution options (roads, markets) can be much better documented than 
during the Hun period. 
381 Cp. teJrAl 2011, 346.
382 For a discussion, see von rummel 2007; BrAther 
2007; BIerBrAuer 2015; eger 2015.
383 Cp., e.g., AnKe 1998, 54, who assumes the use of caul-
d rons solely in Sarmatian, Alanic and Hunnic milieus.
384 heAther 2009, 235–237: “Because being a Hun meant 
higher status, the Empire’s multicultural character effectively erected 
barriers around Hunnic identity.” 
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CATALOGUE OF HUNNIC CAULDRONS385
Poland
 1. Jędrzychowice; Dolnośląskie/Lower Silesian Voivodeship (earlier variants of the name: Höckricht, Bezirk Ohlau)
Czech Republic
 2. Lichnov; Nový Jičín District, Moravian-Silesian Region
 3. Razová, Bruntál District, Moravian-Silesian Region (earlier variants of the name: Bennisch, Raase, Bezirk Troppau; Benešov)
Slovakia
 4. Iža, Leányvár (Celamantia); Komárno District
Hungary
 5. Balatonlelle-Rádpuszta, Temetőalja-dűlő, Site 67/4; County Somogy 
 6. Dunaújváros (Intercisa); County Fejér
 7. Kapos Valley, between Hőgyész and Regöly; County Tolna (erroneous variant of the findspot: Kurdcsibrák)
 8. Ócsa, Felsőbabád, Kincses-hegy; County Pest
 9. Törtel, Czakó-halom; County Pest
10. Várpalota; County Veszprém (erroneous variant of the findspot: Bántapuszta)
Romania
11. Boşneagu; commune Dorobanţu, Călăraşi County
12. Celei (Sucidava); part of Corabia, Olt County
13. Desa, between Ciuperceni and Ghidiciu; Dolj County
14. Hinova (castrum); Mehedinţi County
15. Hotărani; commune Vânjuleţ, Mehedinţi County
16. Ioneşti; commune Petreşti, Dâmboviţa County
17. Sudiţi; commune Gherăseni, Buzău County
18. Unprovenanced handle fragment from a Wallachian collection (not marked on the map)
Moldavia
19. Şestaci; Şoldăneşti District (called Rezine before 1980)
Ukraine
20. Ivanovka/Ivanivka; Svatovskyie District, Luhanska Oblast (?) (earlier variant of the name: Ivanovski, Ivanovskaja staniza, Yekaterinoslav 
Governorate)
21. Olbia Pontica; Ochakivskyi District, Mykolayivska Oblast
22. Perevolotchna; Kobeliatskyi District, Poltavska Oblast (earlier variant of the name: Perevolotchnaya)
23. Tymkove; Kodymskyi District, Odeska Oblast (earlier variant of the name: Timkovo)
Russia
24. Buzhor; Krasnodarskiy Kray
25. Khabaz, Shiyakky-Kol; Kabardino-Balkar Republic
26. Kyzyl-Adyr; Kuvandykskiy District, Orenburgskaya Oblast
27. Lipnyagova; Shadrinskiy District, Kurganskaya Oblast
28. Magas, Nasyr-Kort; Republic of Ingushetia
29. Malai; Krasnodarskiy Kray
30. Samara; Samarskaya Oblast
31. Simferopol (Neapolis Scythica); Republic of Crimea
32. Soka; Karsunskiy District, Ulyanovskaya Oblast (earlier variant of the name: Simbirsk Governorate; erroneous variants of the findspot: 
Osoka, Otoka, between Otoka and Zagarina)
33. Suncheleyevo; Republic of Tatarstan
34. Left bank of the Tsimlyansk reservoir; Volgogradskaya Oblast
35. Verkhniy Konets; Ust’-Kulomskiy District, Komi Republic (earlier variant of the name: Verkhniy Konets, Vologodskaya Oblast, Ust’- 
Sy solski Raion; erroneous variant of the findspot: “Verchnij Konec an der Dvina”)
China
36. Nanshan; Ürümqi, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region
Unprovenanced
37. Vienna purchase (most frequently specified erroneous findspot: “Troyes?”; not marked on the map)
385 Listed in the catalogue is the current name of a site or 
findspot, the antique place name (if any) and the most important 
changes in the designation of a site or findspot. For further biblio-
graphical data, see the earlier literature, esp. BónA 1991; érDy 1995; 
Koch 1997; AnKe 1998.
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APPENDIX
XRF AND SEM EXAMINATION OF THE HUNNIC CAULDRON FRAGMENT FROM ÓCSA
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The XRF analysis of the cauldron fragment
The non-destructive analysis of the cauldron fragment was performed with a handheld, portable X-ray fluo-
rescence spectrometer (XRF) on a mechanically cleaned surface (0.5×0.5 cm).1 The other parts of the metal object 
were not cleaned, i.e. the patina and corrosion products were not removed with a view to possible future investiga-
tions. The original metal surface has a reddish colour and is strongly damaged with pitting. The reason for these 
phenomena is not known (whether they originate from the casting procedure, usage, corrosion or their combination). 
Besides the cleaned part of the interior side, we also performed XRF measurements on the corroded and 
the green patinated surface of the interior side (lead enrichment) and the damaged part of the rib of the outer side 
of the fragment as well.
The technical parameters of the XFR analyser are as follows: Thermo Scientific Niton XL3t GOLDD+ 
portable handheld XRF with 50 kV X-ray tube (Ag anode) and large drift detector with a resolution of 180 eV. For 
the quantitative analyses, the FP method and Compton normalisation was used with pre-set calibration packages 
according to the matrices. All measurements of the metal surface were performed with the “General Metals” calibra-
tion, while the patina and corrosion products were analysed using the “Mining” calibration as well. 
The results of the XRF measurements are as follows:
% w/w Beam size (mm) Cu Pb Sn Sb Zn Fe Nb Zr Bi Mn Cr V
2016.4.1 1 clean (grated) 3 96.26 2.97 0.28 0.09 < d.l. 0.11 < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. 0.06
2016.4.1 2 corroded 8 80.46 14.91 0.51 0.04 0.23 3.00 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.09 < d.l. 0.21
2016.4.1 4 rib, damaged 3 92.53 6.67 0.31 0.09 < d.l. 0.11 < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. < d.l. 0.09
2016 5. thick corrosion 8 78.08 18.93 0.25 0.03 0.10 1.81 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.05 < d.l. 0.32
d. l.: detection limit
The composition of the cleaned metal surface was 96.26% Pb and 2.97% Cu. Intensive lead enrichment 
was measured for the corrosion product on the surface due to the selective corrosion processes occurring in copper-
lead systems. For a better and more precise determination of this metal fragment, we needed to study the texture of 
the metal, which may indicate the origin of the excess lead.
1 The cleaning was done by conservator Júlia Józsa of the Bu-
dapest History Museum. We would here like to thank her for this work.
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Fig. 1. XRF spectrum of the cleaned metal surface
Fig. 2. XRF spectrum of the corroded metal surface
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The SEM EDX analysis of the cauldron fragment
Two samples were taken from the surface of the cauldron fragment for the SEM measurements:2 one from 
the upper left corner of the fragment (from the rib), the other from the lower left corner.
The images were made with a Zeiss Axio Imager M1m microscope at the Faculty of Materials Science and 
Engineering of the University of Miskolc (Hungary), the SEM images with an S4300-CFE scanning electron 
 microscope at the Department of Solid State Physics of the University of Debrecen (Hungary). 
Fig. 3
2 The sampling was performed by conservator Ádám 
 Vecsey of the Budapest History Museum, whom we would here like 
to thank for his help.
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The SEM measurements only detected the presence of copper, lead and oxygen in the material of the frag-
ment, indicating that the cauldron could have been cast from pure copper with 1 w/w% of lead. 
The cast structure can be seen clearly in Fig. 3.a–e, especially in Fig. d, which also shows the dendritic 
structure. The cast structure is also proven by the absence of twins, a very characteristic feature of annealed copper. 
The copper raw material itself of the fragment is very pure, without any inclusions with low melting points, except 
for lead. The measured amount of lead in the copper (1 w/w% Pb) may indicate deliberately added lead (no impu-
rity), but this calls for further investigations. It is difficult to correlate this copper composition with modern types, 
but it is sometimes designated as “heavy copper”. It can hardly be described as lead-bronze due to the very low 
Fig. 4
Fig. 5
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Fig. 7
Fig. 6
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concentration of lead in this fragment; similarly, a description as pure copper or red copper is inappropriate because 
this is a modern category of pureness. 
The structure itself does not contain any other metallic phases, but there are numerous, often clear-cut black 
phases at the grain boundaries. Signs of serious corrosion are visible here and on the surface as well. The corrosion 
products at the grain boundaries indicate that the studied object was exposed to high temperature for a long time. 
In this case, the oxygen diffuses to the boundaries and forms copper oxides, which can catalyse the intergranular 
corrosion process. These features support the theory of the long exposure of the cauldron to fire since the carbon 
content of wood reacts with most of the oxygen during heating. 
Fig. 4 shows the corrosion product of the intergranular corrosion (shown also in Fig. 5 at higher magnifi-
cation). Lead appears in the form of white drops. Lead and copper do not blend with each other, with the former 
remaining as drop forms in the copper melt instead of solidifying during cooling. This is shown by the attached 
report (Figs 6–7).
The results of the XRF and SEM analyses are consistent with each other: the SEM measurements were 
performed on a very small area – local analysis – and the distribution of lead is very heterogeneous in a lead-copper 
system. These results cannot be compared with earlier data on Hungarian cauldrons obtained from spectrographic 
measurements because their values are relative intensities and the composition of the reference alloys is not known, 
and thus the conversion of these intensity values into concentration values is not possible.3
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